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ABSTRACT

Within Ontario, regional governments are being established.

This

paper regionalizes south-western Ontario by synthesizing the characteristics of homogeneous and nodal regions. The regions so established
are considered in light of their possible application to regional government .
The techniques used in the paper recognize regionalization in terms
of systems analysis, such that there are places, attributes of these
places and interactions between the places. Data are collected on separate matrices for the attributes of the places and for the interactions,
and are referred to as structural data and behavioral data respectively.
Through manipulation of the data matrices, separate measures of similarity between places are found for structure and for behavior. The two
measures are combined to form a single matrix which indicates the
similarity between places in terms of both structure and behavior. The
places that are most similar and also adjacent are grouped to form regions.
For comparison purposes regions are also formed from the structural
and behavioral matrices which are homogeneous and nodal regions respectively.
The synthesized regions would appear to represent adequately the
syntheses of the characteristics of homogeneous regions and nodal regions,
but their application to regional government is limited.

Many of the

regional boundaries are not likely usable for regional government purposes but the study does indicate where regional centres lie.

PREFACE

At the present time in Ontario, regional governments are being set
up in an attempt to reorganize political and administrative boundaries
within the province. This study derives empirically a group of regions
which may prove useful in determining what places should be included
within the boundaries of the various regional governments. The
techniques used in the study permit the synthesis of homogeneous and
nodal regions. The purposes of the study, however, are dual:

to look

both at techniques for establishing regions as well as at the regions
which are established.

My thanks are extended to Dr. Herbert Whitney who has assisted me
with the many drafts of the study, and whose many suggestions have been
incorporated into the text of the study.

My thanks are also extended to those people and organizations who
have aided me in collecting data.

Special thanks are extended to Bell

Canada, The Audit Bureau of Circulation and the Ministry of Transportation and Communication.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Classification or taxonomy is an important but often difficult
problem in the sciences and social sciences. The importance of classification is that order may be brought out of what might otherwise be
chaos; that is to say that certain phenomena, places, things or ideas
can be grouped or arranged in a more manageable way.
In geography, there are two distinct forms of classification:
The first is the general problem of grouping together
observations or phenomena which exhibit certain levels
of similarity in their characteristics. . . The second
form of classification is more peculiar to geographic
research and relates to the identification or delineation of ' regions'. . . ^
It is with the second type of geographic classification -- regionalization -- that the present study is concerned.

Regionalization, a

very useful technique in the overall geographic methodology, is often
difficult to accomplish in that there are a multitude of possible
indices which could be used to establish the regionalization and, in
addition, there are several approaches to regionalization.

This paper

will focus on one of these approaches and develop this relatively new
approach to regionalization with the intent of assessing its value in
solving the taxonomic question of sorting places into groups or regions
which may be of value in delineating regional governments in Ontario.
In order to facilitate the difficult problem of regionalization, it
is useful to identify the places, the attributes of these places, and the
interactions that take place between and amongst the places. The places
could be either urban centres or spatial areas. The attributes describe
the structural features of the places2-- that is, such things as economic
and demographic characteristics.

The interactions between the places are

the flows of people, coirmodities, messages and ideas and these flows can
be described as the behavioral aspects3 of the area in that they reflect
1

2

the actions and reactions of people to both the physical and the
cultural environment in which they live. There is, moreover, a state
of complex equilibrium between structure and behavior in that not only
will a change in structure effect a change in behavior but a change in
behavior may well effect a change in structure.^
In order to establish a truly adequate regional breakdown of an
area, one should take into account both structure and behavior.

This is

difficult to do because of the inherent differences between the structural
and the behavioral characteristics; the former indicates uniform or
homogeneous conditions throughout the areal units whereas the latter
indicate flows or interactions between and amongst the various units.
The first step in resolving the problem of combining or synthesizing structure and behavior is the recognition that places and their
structural and behavioral attributes correspond exactly to the elements
of any system:

the components, their attributes, and their interactions.

Accordingly, the area being regionalized may be recognized as a spatialregional system, and will be so designated hereafter and the problem of
regionalization may be recognized as falling within the broad context of
systems analysis. Recognition of the study area as a system is the viewpoint adopted in this paper.
How does the present approach vary from most of the geographical
regionalization studies that have preceded it?

"Traditionally, three

classificatory approaches have been used by geographers. . . to define
regions.

The first stresses homogeniety of places located within the

regions. . ."

and can be indexed by the attributes of the places. The

second type of region "emphasizes nodality, or polarization, usually of
areas around some central urban place. . ."

and can be indexed by the

interactions that occur between the places. A third type of region is
Q

"programming or policy-oriented"

and would include such things as

administration and planning, and in many cases will display characteristics of one or both of the other two types of regions.

If the indices of

the first and second type of region (that is the homogeneous region and
the nodal region) could be combined, the resulting region may better
represent the spatial-regional system than would either taken separately,

3

and may well have implications in establishing certain types of policyoriented regions.
The purpose of this study is, then, first to look at an approach to
regionalization whereby homogeneous regions

and nodal regions

may be

synthesized to form a group of composite regions which will represent the
spatial-regional system better than will either of the two taken
separately, and secondly, to assess the value of the regions so established
for use in a policy-oriented manner.
The first step in this approach to solving the regionalization
problem was, as noted above, the recognition that the study area can be
considered as a system.

The second step is the recognition that both

structural and behavioral indices can be displayed on matrices, although
the matrices are in different form. Assume that within the spatialregional system there are 'n' places, 'a' attributes of the 'n' places,
and 'b' interactions between the 'n' places.11

The attributes of the places

could be arrayed on a Matrix A which is 'n' rows of places by 'a' columns
of attributes.

The interactions could be arrayed on Matrix B.

Because

there is possible interaction from each of the 'n' places to each of the
other of the 'n' places, the total number of interactions within a system
2
of 'n' places is (n -n) which is n(n-l). Matrix B would therefore have
2
dimensions of (n -n) rows (representing pairs of places) by 'b' columns
(representing the indices of interaction).

It is obvious that the

matrices are in different form.
In order to complete the synthesis, it is necessary to render the
two matrices into the same form.

Thus, the next step in the problem of

synthesizing homogeneous and nodal regions can be thought of as the
mathematical problem of combining the two dissimilar matrices.
In subsequent chapters, the techniques for achieving the synthesis
will be more closely defined and the techniques used to group the various
places into regions will be outlined.

But let us leave the development of

the techniques to subsequent chapters and, for the present, focus our
attention on geographic
study.

and related literature that is pertinent to the

4

A review of geographic research indicates that there has been a
parallel development of techniques for examining homogeneous and nodal
regions, but not until Berry

12

was a practical method devised for viewing

the two coincidentally.
Within geographic research there have been several studies which
illustrate the techniques of establishing homogeneous regions. '
Many of the textbook studies of regional geography fall within this
category:

for example, Church and Hall, An Advanced Geography of North-

ern and Western Europe,

and Innis, Canada, A Geographic Study.

There have been, since the invention of the computer, more sophisticated means of establishing homogeneous regions. These methods are
illustrated by Berry's articles -- "A Note Concerning Methods of Classification" in the Annals of the American Association of Geographers,
17
1958,
and "Grouping and Regionalization: An Approach to the Problem
18

Using Multivariate Analysis" in Quantitative Geography, 1969.

Both

articles establish the relationship between pairs of places in terms of
similarity as expressed by the variables used.

The similarity that is

found between the pairs of places is used to group the places into
regions.
19
A similar technique was used by Nystuen and Dacey
in their study
of nodal regions. Their study involved looking at the flow of telephone
messages and using this flow to measure the degree of connectivity between pairs of places.
As was stated in the introduction to the study, this paper is concerned
with deriving regions which may have application to regional government
in Ontario. The study area will be precisely defined in Chapter III, but
let it suffice for now to state that the study area is in Southwestern
Ontario (Figure 3-1).
Let us now look at literature which will put regional government in
context and will provide us with an idea of what regional government is
and what its objectives are.
Regional governments are not to be confused with regional developon

ment areas,

nevertheless, as will be later seen, the two types of regions

5

are related.
The regional government is an administrative and planning authority
whose decisions and activities in the realm of services and municipal
functions, within their sphere of legislated authority, is superseded
only by the provincial government.

The regional development areas are

designed to stimulate and maintain economic advancement. These two
types of activities are inseparable in that the regional government and
economic and regional development areas must have cooperative functional
authorities.
In an address to the Legislature of Ontario, Prime Minister Robarts
stated:21
The objectives of regional development are the "provision
of the best possible environment for our people" and the
creation and maintenance of an atmosphere which will
encourage economic growth and development throughout the
province". . . Three principles which the Government
considers to be essential to regional economic development [are]:
First, the Government accepts the responsibility of
guiding, encouraging and assisting the orderly and
rational development of the province.
Second, the efforts of the Government should be complementary to the private sector of the economy in helping
to create an atmosphere for growth and development.
Third, policies must be cast in the mould of Ontario's
conditions and not simply borrowed from other jurisdictions where fundamental characteristics and institutions
may differ.
There are five criteria set out by the Ontario Committee on
22
Taxation
as being standards for establishing regions, and which are
accepted by the Ontario Government in Design for Development: Phase II
23
for the purpose of Regional Government.
One - A region should exhibit a sense of community identity
based on sociological characteristics, economics, geography
and history.
Two - A region should have a balance of interests so that
no one group or interest can completely dominate the region.
Three - There must be a financial base adequate to carry
out regional programs at a satisfactory level.

6

Four - The region should be large enough so that local
responsibilities can be performed efficiently by taking
advantage of economies of scale.
Five - Regional boundaries should facilitate maximum
interregional cooperation.
As the scheme of Regional Development and Regional Government is
envisaged by the Ontario Government, "the key to the relationship
between the two programs is the use by both of urban centred regions."
Also, the relationship between the two types is that the economic and
regional development areas "be composed of two or more Regional Govern25

ment areas".
One of the basic assumptions in establishing regional development
areas and regional governments is that there is an indivisibility
? ft

between urban and rural.

Because urban and rural are tied so closely

together by such things as retailing, newspapers, and other media, the
Ontario Government feels that they should not be divided when regions
are established. The area over which an urban place asserts its influ27
ence
should be included in a region when the urban place is included.
There are several reports and policy statements by the Government of
Ontario or by government-appointed commissions which relate to regional
planning, regional development and regional government.
Design for Development, a multi-phased statement of Government
policy and intention appeared in 1966. The first phase of Design for
Development outlined regional development policies. Design for Development:

Phase II

which followed in 1968 further expanded the original

development policies, outlined the relationship between regional
development and regional government, and set out criteria to be used in
the formation of regional government.

These criteria were enumerated

earlier in the study.
Emanating from the Design for Development reports and statements
were a series of reports for the various regional development areas. We
consequently find such publications as Design for Development: Midwestern
Ontario Region, Design for Development: Erie Region and Design for
Development: Niagara Region, and so forth.

29

7

The reports of the Development Areas or Regions were multi-phased,
with phase I being a survey of existing economic conditions within the
region.

Subsequent reports set out goals and objectives within the

specific region.

These regional reports are not directly related to the

present study but, none the less, are important to the overall planning
of the area and to a clear comprehension of the area.
Design for Development:

30
Phase III
published in June, 1972

summarizes the achievements of the earlier phases in respect to regional
development and regional government, and further expands upon the Provincial Government's policies in regard to them.

It also provides a

tentative timetable at which various policies are likely to be implemented.
One important aspect of the report is that it proposes the discontinuation
or abandoning of the existing Regional Development areas and replacement
of them with a series of urban-centred development regions.
A series of reports which are pertinent to the present study are
those of the various Regional Government Review Commissions.
The Fyfe Report on Regional Government Review

31

in Waterloo County

began in 1966. The final report in 1969 provided two alternate schemes
for the setting up of regional government in Waterloo County and area.
Scheme 'A' was merely a variation of the old county-city system where
three cities and a strengthened county would be formed.

Scheme 'B' was a

two-tier form of regional government, similar in many respects to Niagara,
or Ottawa-Carlton.

The map, Figure 1-1, indicates the breakdown of the

'Region' into its component, parts as per 'Scheme B'.

Regional Govern-

ment has now gone into effect in Waterloo in the image of scheme 'B'.
The city of Guelph has not been included in Waterloo Regional Government.

"Guelph will continue to have a great interest in the development

of policies which are applied in that triangle, now largely rural,
32
between themselves and Kitchener and Gait." A review of Regional
Government in Guelph-Wellington is currently under way; preliminary
findings indicate "that place of work -- place of residence studies show
33
very little connection between Guelph and the municipalities of Waterloo...''
The Guelph-Wellington study has not as yet been published.
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The Brant Area Regional Government Review began in 1966; to date,
however, little progress has been made in the establishment of regional
government and no report has been published.
The Norfolk-Haldimand Regional Government Review began in 1969. The
need for regional government review in that area was accelerated by the
assembly of land by the Steel Company of Canada, and an announcement by
Texaco that it intended to set up a refinery in the area of Port Dover.
These projects could be expected to bring about urban development at a
rate which the existing municipalities could not handle. A report was
published

which outlines certain of the expected problems. The Regional

Government Review continues and to date no definite proposal has been put
forth.
In the counties of Oxford, Elgin and Middlesex little in the way
of regional government review has been accomplished.
That part of Ontario in which the present study is to be carried out
is not new to regional studies or regionally related studies. Let us
now look at a few examples.
Regions which have already been mentioned in the study -- the
Regional Development Areas -- were established by the Province of Ontario
in the mid-fifties. The regions were designed originally as statistical
areas but took on the regional-economic planning aspect as well. The
regions are displayed on figure 1-2. As was indicated earlier in the
study, these regions are to be phased out and superseded by city-centred
36
regions which are described in Design for Development: Phase III.
37
Carol's study (1966), The Geographic Indentification of Regions,
looks at Ontario through central place theory.

He shows evidence that

the set of economic development regions (see figure 1-2) used in Ontario
bears little resemblance to the basic pattern of a city centred functional
regions.

He derives, through central place theory, a set of city centred

regions which he suggested could be used as development regions.
In an article in Terra,

Carol points out that the concept of

central place theory and urban central regions could be applied to regional
government studies. A series of city-centred regions could be the basis

10
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of regional government. As Carol points out, several central place
studies have been made of Ontario, but a study has, as yet, not been
completed which derives regional governments through the means suggested by Carol.
The City Centred Economic Regions as suggested by Carol are thus
opposed to the Regional Development Areas or Regions which were referred to earlier in the study.

City Centred Regions could be con-

sidered as nodal regions, while the Ontario Economic Region could be
considered homogeneous. There are thus two different types of regions
whose ultimate purpose is the same -- that is, the provision of boundaries in which to carry out certain planning activities. The purpose
of the present study is to synthesize homogeneous and nodal regions
and to see if the regions so formed have application in a policy oriented way;

the synthesized regions, however, may be more closely

related to Regional Government studies than to Regional Development.
Reference has already been made to two of Carol's articles, but
the same basic arguement in support of City Centred Regions can be
found in an article in Ontario Geography, 1969.

L. 0. Gertler takes

the opposite approach in an article, "In Defence of Ontario's Economic
Regions".

He states "[the] economic regions of Ontario may, because

of one attribute -- their size --'be the right regions although for the
42
wrong reasons."
Camu, Weeks and Sametz in their book An Economic Geography of
4-3

Canada

derive a set of economic regions for the whole of Canada.

The regions in Ontario are, in fact, similar to the Ontario Economic
Regions or Areas.
Goodchild and Massan look at several models for deriving administrative regions in Southern Ontario.

Their study seeks solutions to

the problem of least cost in transportation in providing service for a
given area. The study would appear to be limited to indicating the
boundaries of administrative regions such as Ontario Hydro regions and
would not appear to shed a great deal of light on regions useful for
regional government purposes.
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Table 1-1
KJLGIOf.AL GOVERNMELTS: SMITH REPORT On TAXATION
egion number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Region name
Metro Windsor
Upper Erie
West Country
Metro London
Talbot
Grand River
Metro Niagara
Maltland
-'our-Cities Metro
Inter-Metro
Upland
Metropolitan Highlands
Metro Toronto
0 shawa
Kawartha
Q,uinte
hideau Lakes
Metro Ottawa
Ottawa Valley
Contract Region
Algonquin Park
Champlain
Nipissing
Sudbury
Border Country
Metro Hamilton
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The final study which will be looked at is the report of the Ontario
45
Committee on Taxation (1965).
The important aspect of the report, insofar as the present study is concerned, is that it proposes that Regional
Government be set up in Ontario. The report presents a set of regions
which it suggests could be used as regional governments. The regions so
established were based to a large extent of fiscal and taxation criteria.
There are, then, several ways of regionalizing Southern Ontario,
but there is as yet no definitive study which actually ties down where
regional governments and their boundaries should be. Although the
author does not presume that the present study will be so definitive,
the study will explore techniques which have not been applied in Ontario
before, and hopefully the regions derived will be of some assistance
in the formation of regional governments. That there is a possibility
and need for additional approaches is substantiated by Richard S.
Thoman, former Director of the Regional Development Branch of the Department of the Treasury.
Dr. Thoman points out that with the advent of the computer, "We
have come to search for scientific laws and principles that may be of
46
value in the planning process".
He further points out that there
47
is a need to search for universal laws, but adds:
Yet, in the planning context as in perhaps no other,
one is impressed repeatedly with the uniqueness of
areas and with the need ultimately to bring qualitative, sound judgment to bear on the problems of that
area, once its problems have been thoroughly assessed
in a universalist framework of reference.
48
Dr. Thoman recognized that:
The methodology of geography, particularly, has
recognized homogeneous regions for well over a
century, and has recognized functional or nodal
regions during this present century. Each type of
region is usually treated as more or less discrete,
although quantitive methods recently have been added
to long standing qualitative ones of aggregation
within a specific type.
Unfortunately, the planning region, however delimited,
necessarily intersects a variety of both homogeneous

15

and functional regions, and in the final analysis
the distinction between the two types becomes so difficult as to become essentially an indivisibility. We
have found little difficulty in Ontario in utilizing
the homogeneous region for classifying types of
environment where land is essentially unpopulated,
and we utilize an urban-centred functional type where
population is more dense, and especially more urbanized. We have found, however, that the difference
between the two types of regions tend to involve
a difference of approach. Most components of a
homogeneous region have some kind of linkage ties
to components in a functional region. Thus, a factory
which can be considered as a part of a homogeneous
region in delimiting morphology of production can
become part of a homogenous region [sic] in imput^output
analysis.
In summary, then, this first chapter has outlined a series of
techniques for establishing regions so that a better representation of
the spatial regional system can be made.

It is seen that in Ontario a

revision of governmental and administrative boundaries is taking place,
and the techniques suggested may be of use in establishing these new
boundaries.

It is time now to turn to a fuller consideration of the

techniques advocated.

CHAPTER II

THE TECHNIQUES OF REGIONALIZATION
As noted previously one of the two major purposes of the present
paper is to develop and to evaluate a particular approach to the problem
of regionalization.

The approach utilizes a sequence of techniques

whereby the indices of homogeneous regions and nodal regions are synthesized to form a group of composite regions whose characteristics more
closely reflect the essence of the actual spatial regional system. As
already noted, the first step in the approach is the recognition that
regionalization and the area being regionalized can be thought of as a
system.

The second step is the recognition that the variables of struc-

ture and behavior can be displayed on independent matrices even though
these matrices are in different form.

Step three is, then, the mathe-

matical procedure of rendering the matrices in like form.

The final

step is the combining of these like matrices and the grouping of similar
pairs of places to form regions. This chapter will outline how such
matrices may be combined and how places may be grouped into regions.
The techniques for rendering the two matrices into like form and
the problem of grouping into regions those places which are most similar,
are closely related.

For this reason, let us look first at the general

problem of grouping similar places.
When dividing a given area into regions, places which display a
similarity to each other can be expected to fall within the same region.
Thus, a technique for measuring the degree of similarity between places
must be found.

Let us look at a simple example of grouping procedure.

For each of the places in a sample grouping problem assume there to
be two variables, 'x' and 'y1. The values for each place are plotted
on a graph in terms of 'x' and 'y' such that, for each place, there is
a single point on the graph.

(See Figure 2-1)

The linear distance

between pairs of places on the graph represents the degree of similarity
between pairs of places in that the nearer two points are to each other,
the more they are alike in terms of 'x' and 'y'. Thus, by measuring the
16

17
Figure 2-1

GROUPING PROCEDURE:

PART 1

Linear distance from point *1* to all
other points is shown. Similarly the
linear distance between all other points
can be determined.

VariableY

Figure 2-2

GROUPING PROCEDURE:

PART 2

Bach point is linked to its nearest" neighbour,

r
Variable Y

6
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linear distance between each point and all other points, one can determine the degree of similarity between the places in the sample area.
What remains is to group the places that are most similar into regions.
On Figure 2-2, which is a hypothetical situation, the points that
are most similar to each other are linked by an arrow. The direction
of the arrow indicates the direction of the linkage.

In Figure 2-2,

'1' is most similar to '2', '2' is most similar to '1', '3' is most
similar to '2', '4' is most similar to '2', '5' is most similar to '6',
'6' is most similar to '5' and '7' is most similar to '5'. Thus, 1,
2, 3, and 4 are in the same region, while 5, 6, and 7 are in another
region.
In the above example, the grouping procedure falls into four steps
which are:
(1) Plotting of places in terms of the variables.
(2) Measuring of the linear distance between points on
the graph to obtain a measure of the degree of
similarity between places.
(3) Determining which places are most similar in
terms of the second step.
(4) Combining into regions those places which are most
similar.

(If a given place is most similar to another,

and a third place is most similar to either of the
first two, then all three are in the same region.)
The above example is very simple but the same techniques will be
applied in the present study.

Let us consider how the techniques could

be applied by looking first at the structural data.
It will be remembered from the previous chapter that the structural
data is arrayed on a Matrix A whose dimensions are 'n1 by 'a' where 'n'
is the number of places and 'a' is the number of attributes describing
the 'n' places.

In the grouping example above, only two variables, ! x'

and 'y', were involved.

In the structural Matrix A, 'a' may well rep-

resent more than two variables, and, consequently, instead of a two-

19

dimensional graph a multi-dimensional graph is required.
A multi-dimensional graph is impossible to construct on a twodimensional surface; it is possible, however, by means of a technique
known as dimensional analysis, to determine the linear distance between
points on such a graph through the following mathematical formula:

D

=

F

~

\ — (x-~y-) where i=l,2,. . .n,
1
vi=i

and where D is the distance (similarity) between
points x and y, xi and yi are the values of
characteristic 1 for x and y respectively.
Thus, steps 1 and 2 of the grouping procedure would be completed
through use of the formula.

In order to obtain homogeneous regions,

steps 3 and 4 would be carried out as in the example; however, the ultimate purpose of the study is not to achieve homogeneous regions. Let us
look at the results which are found through the formula (that is at the
end of step 2).
The mathematical formula (dimensional analysis) has measured the
similarity between each point and all other points. Thus, there is a
measure of the degree of similarity for the structural data for each of
the pairs of places in the study. Because the system contains 'n' places,
2
there will be (n -n) pairs of places. The data is displayed on a Matrix
2
'S' having (n -n) rows (representing pairs of places) by a single measure
of the degree of similarity between the places.
Let us now consider the behavioral data.

It will be remembered from

Chapter I that Matrix 'B', which indexes the behavioral data, has dimen2
sions (n -n) rows (representing pairs of places) by 'b', the number of
interactions. The indices of behavior (that is the flows between pairs of
places) measure the connectivity between these pairs of places. Nodal regions
could be formed by grouping together the pairs of places that display the
greatest connectivity or "similarity," and the grouping would be done as
in steps 3 and 4 of the grouping example but with an intermediate step
involved. The intermediate step would reduce the dimensions of the
2
behavioral data from (n -n) rows by 'b' columns (Matrix 'B') to form a
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Matrix I which is (nz-n) rows by 'lf column. The '1' column represents
the similarity between pairs of places but in terms of all of the 'b'
variables.
The Matrix I is formed by plotting each of the 'b* variables in
Matrix B on a graph and measuring the distance from the points formed
5

1+

to the vertex of the graph.

This distance represents the similarity be-

tween pairs of places in terms of all behavioral indices.
Both data matrices -- structural and behavioral -- are now in a
form where there are (rr-n) rows by one measure of the degree of similarity; that is, the problem of rendering the"two dissimilar matrices into
like forms has been accomplished.

The final step in the synthesis prior

to the grouping of similar places of the two matrices is as follows.
In the structural data, the pairs of places that have the greatest
similarity have the smallest value representing the similarity.

In the

behavioral data, the pairs of places that have the greatest similarity
have the largest value representing the similarity.

For convenience in

the final step of the synthesis, the behavioral data will be set up such
that the smallest value represents the greatest similarity.

The task is

accomplished by selecting a number larger than the largest value of the
behavioral data and subtracting all other values from it. The difference
is recorded and used as a new measure of similarity between points in the
behavioral data, and a new Matrix 'G' is formed.

Let us now look at how

the final step in the synthesis is carried out.
The values for each of the pairs of places in the behavioral Matrix 'G'
are plotted on the 'y' axis of a graph and the values of each of the pairs
of places in the structural Matrix 'S' on the 'x' axis.

There will thus

be a point on the graph for each of the Cnr-n) pairs of places. The
distance between each of these points to the vertex of the graph can be
calculated by using the formula

i

D = x 2+

i J i

where D^ is the distance

^i

2

from a point '1' to the vertex of the graph, and x 1 and y1 are the values
representing behavior and structure respectively.

D is a composite measure

of the degree of similarity between pairs of points. A matrix of these
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Figure 2-3
FLOW DIAGRAM
OP
TECHNIQUES OP REGIONALIZATION
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'a' attributes
'n1 places
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-reduction of the ' b'
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measure of behavioral
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I
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grouping procedures
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Figure 2-4

PLOW DIAGRAM
OP
TECHNIQUES OF REGIONALIZATION
(Using factor analysis and canonical analysis)
Spatial-regional system
consisting of 'n' places
'a' attributes of the 'n' places
•b' interactions between the 'n' places
-collection of the
behavioral data

-collection of the
structural data

1

4
-arrayed on a Matrix «A'
'a' attributes
•n' places
-factor analysis to form
Matrix 'F'
«f factors
'n' places

-arrayed on a Matrix ' B'
I
»b' interactions
2
(n -n)
pairs of
places
-factor analysis
to form Matrix 'V
j
, Lv* factors
(n2-n)
pairs of
places

-conversion of the data
-dimensional analysis
on Matrix 'V1 such that
to form a Matrix ' S'
I
'f» measures of similarity
the lowest value
I
I
represents the greatest
(n2~n)
similarity (Matrix «G«)
pairs of
i » V factors
2
places
(n -n)

1

canonical analysis

r—

grouping procedures
REGIONS

+

If canonical analysis is to be used, the dimensional analysis
should be such that there is a measure of similarity between
Dlaces for each of the ' f factors.
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values can be formed, Matrix 'D', and step 4 of the grouping procedure
outlined earlier in the chapter can, then, be carried out. Thus, the
structural attributes and the behavioral interactions have been synthesized.

Figure 2-3 reviews the steps in collecting data and in accomplish-

ing the synthesis of the homogeneous and nodal regions.
There are certain statistical tools or techniques which may be used
in conjunction with the techniques outlined above in order to obtain the
synthesis.

These techniques are factor analysis and canonical analysis.

The former permits one to handle more easily regional problems in which
there are large quantities of data. The latter allows certain insights
into the relationships which exist between the structural and behavioral
data.

Let us examine the purpose and use of these two techniques more

closely.
The general goal of factor analysis is the reduction
of a set of variables used to gather data from subjects to a smaller set of new, uncorrelated variables
which are defined solely in terms of the original
dimension, and which retain the most 'important'
information contained in the original data.^
Within the spatial-regional system, there is an almost infinite
number of attributes which can index structure and, similarly, an almost
infinite number of interactions which can index behavior; because of the
limitation of available data, however, the number used is necessarily
much smaller.

If the number of either structural or behavioral variables

remains large, and let us assume that such is the case, then factor
analysis is used to reduce the dimensions of the data.
In Matrix A, which indexes structufal aspects of the system, the
'a' attributes may be represented by a smaller number of variables.

If

in the original matrix, certain of the variables are correlated and thus
index the same underlying structural factor, then factor analysis will
cull out these correlations and give a new variable for each group of
correlated variables. Thus, a new Matrix 'F' is formed which is smaller
in dimensions (that is, it contains fewer structural variables) but
still displays the most important aspects of the variation within the
system.

The Matrix 'F* would be 'n' rows by 'f columns of underlying
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factors.
Similarly in the behavioral Matrix B, the 'b' interactions may be
represented by a smaller number of underlying dimensions or factors. A
new Matrix Y would be formed whose dimensions are (n -n) rows by 'y'
columns (the number of underlying behavioral factors).

Thus, in cases

where large amounts of data are involved, factor analysis provides a
method for reducing the quantity of the data without losing the most
important elements of the original variables.
Canonical analysis permits some insight into the relationship which
exists between the two sets of variables -- the structural and behavioral.
The goal of canonical analysis is to define the
primary independent dimensions which relate one
set of variables to another set of variables.s
The variables were collected on two separate matrices and in two
separate ways as has been previously shown.

Canonical analysis attempts

to relate these sets of independent variables to each other.

It will

perhaps indicate what structural patterns are affected by or have an
effect upon certain behavioral patterns.

It may also indicate that

within the terms of the data that has been used in the study and the
manner in which the data was collected, that there is small or even no
relationship.

Figure 2-4 illustrates where factor analysis and canonical

analysis fit into the procedure.
It was noted that spatial field theory (a series of techniques for
synthesis of homogeneous and nodal regions) developed by Brian J.L.
Berry in his study of the Indian economyf
study.

forms the basis for the present

Certain differences from Berry's study require discussion.

Let

us turn to them.
For the structural data in the present study, only one measure of
the degree of similarity between pairs of places was established.

Using

dimensional analysis the Matrix A, which is 'n' rows by 'a' columns,
was converted in a Matrix S with (n^-n) rows by '1' column.

In Berry's

study, instead of '1' measure of the degree of similarity between pairs
of places spanning all of the 'a' attributes, there is a separate measure
of similarity between pairs of places for each of the 'a' attributes.
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Thus, in Berry's study the Matrix I would be (nz-n) rows by 'a'
columns.
The canonical correlation analysis used by Berry, as has been noted,
allows insight into the relationships between structural and behavioral
aspects of the spatial-regional system.

In the present study, it is

suggested that canonical analysis is not essential in that the overall
purpose of the study is the synthesis of homogeneous and nodal regions.
The manner in which dimensional analysis has been applied will have an
effect upon the results of canonical analysis. Certain of the relationships between structure and behavior may be masked by the fact that
there is only one structural measure of similarity between places.
One further point remains to be discussed before the synthesis is
complete.

It may well be possible that certain of the 'n* places could

display a similarity to one another in the tables and yet not be
spatially adjacent to each other on the ground.

If this were the case,

then the resultant groups would not represent regions. Only those places
which are adjacent and similar are grouped, and thus "true" regions are
formed.
Now that the techniques for synthesizing homogeneous and nodal
regions have been reviewed, let us turn our attention to the particular
study area which will be so regionalized.

CHAPTER III
THE STUDY AREA

In the previous chapters, a series of techniques was outlined for
determining regions which encompass both structural and behavioral aspects of the spatial regional system.

It will be recalled that the

study area in which the techniques of regionalization were to be tested
is in Southern Ontario. This chapter will define the boundaries of the
study area and examine the data available for the area.
The area chosen for the study consists of sixty-six townships in
parts of eleven counties of Southwestern Ontario and is shown on
Figure 3-1. The outer boundaries of the study area closely follow the
combined outer limits of the Department of Highways

study areas of

London, Brantford and Kitchener.
The study area which has been selected would appear to be adequate
for studying the techniques of regionalization in that it contains variation in its structural make-up, there is available data for both structure
and behavior, it is of sufficient size to make the study worthwhile
but not so large, in its initial instance, to make the study too cumbersome, and it contains several urban centres to act as foci for regions.
Because of the way in which the data was collected? certain of the
townships were combined such that the original sixty-six townships formed
51 data collection units, (see Figure 3-2 and Table 3-2) and these 51
places (data collection units) constitute the 'n' places referred to in
Chapter II and Figures 2-3 and 2-4.
Because the techniques of the present study look at both the structural and behavioral aspects of the spatial-regional system, two distinct
types of indices must be selected;

those which indicate' the nodal or

flow patterns of the area, and those which indicate the degree of homogeneity in the area.

Let us consider the former first.

Flows of people, commodities, messages, and ideas all indicate the
existance of a nodal region and help to establish it.
26

In the present
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Table 3-1
CODE TO TOWNSHIPS SHOWN ON FIGURE 3-1
Number

Townshi p

County

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Brant
Brantford
Burford
Brant
Dumfries S.
Brant
Oakland
Brant
Onondago
Brant
Tuscarora I.R. Brant
Aldborough
Elgin
Bayham
Elgin
Dorchester S.
Elgin
Dunwich
Elgin
Malahide
Elgin
Southwold
Elgin
Yarmouth
Elgin
Oneida
Haldimand
Rainham
Haldimand
Walpole
Haldimand
Stephen
Huron
Adelaide
Middlesex
Biddulph
Middlesex
Caradoc
Middlesex
Delaware
Middlesex
Dorchester N.
Middlesex
Ekfrid
Middlesex
Lobo
Middlesex
London
Middlesex
McGillivray
Middlesex
Metcalfe
Middlesex
Mo sa
Middlesex
Nissouri W.
Middlesex
Wes trains ter
Middlesex
Williams E.
Middlesex
Williams W.
Middlesex
Charlotteville Norfolk
(continued)
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CODE TO TOWNSHIPS SHOWN ON FIGURE 3-1
Number

Township

County

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Houghton
Middleton
Townsend
Walsingham N.
Walsingham S.
'•Vindhara
;/oodhouse
Blanford
Blenheim
Dereham
Nissouri E .
Norwich N.
Norwich S.
Oxford E .
Oxford N.
Oxford W.
Zorra E .
Zorra W.
Blanshard
Downie
Easthope N .
Eaathope S.
Mornington
Dumfries N.
Waterloo
Wellesley
Wilmot
Woolwich
Guelph
Nichol
Pilkington
Puslinch
Beverly

Norfolk
Norfolk
Norfolk
Norfolk
Norfolk
Norfolk
Norfolk
Oxford
Oxford
Oxford
Oxford
Oxford
Oxford
Oxford
Oxford
Oxford
Oxford
Oxford
Perth
Perth
Perth
Perth
Perth
Waterloo
Waterloo
Waterloo
Waterloo
Waterloo
Wellington
Wellington
Wellington
Wellington
Wentworth

(continued)
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FIGURE 3 - 2
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Table

3-2
TOWNSHIPS MAKING UP THE STUDY AREA
Total number of placest 51
Place

County

Township

Number of
townships
In each
place

1

Brant

2

2
3
4

Brant
Brant
Brant

5
6
7
8
9
10

Elgin
Elgin
Elgin
Elgin
Elgin
Elgin

Brantford
Oakland
Burford
Dumfries S.
Onandaga
Indian Res.
Aldborough
Bayham
Dunwich
Malahide
Southwold
Yarmouth

I
1
31
1
1
1

11
12
13

Haldimand
Haldimand
Haldimand

Oneida
Rainham
Walpole

1
1
1

14

Huron

Stephen

1

15

Middlesex

2

16
17
18

21
22
23
24
25

Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Elgin
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex

Adelaide
Metcalfe
BIddulph
Caradoc
Dorchester N.
Dorchester S.
Ekfrld
London
Lobo
Westminster
Deleware
McGIllivray
ffiosa
NissouriW.
Williams E .
Williams W.
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Norfolk

19
20

Houghton
WalsIngham N .

1
1
2

1
1
2
1
4

1
1
1
1
1
2
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3-2 (continued)
Place

County

Township

Number of
townships
in each
place

27

Norfolk

2

28
29
30

Norfolk
Norfolk
Norfolk

Middleton
Windham
Townsend
Walsingham S.
Woodhouse
Charlottevllle

31
32
33
34
35

Oxford
Oxford
Oxford
Oxford
Oxford

36
37

Oxford
Oxford

38
39

Oxford
Oxford

40
41
42

Perth
Perth
Perth

43

Blanford
Blenheim
Dereham
Nissouri E.
Norwich N.
Oxford E.
Norwich S.
Oxford N.
Oxford W.
Zorra E.
Zorra W.

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2

Perth

Blanshard
Downie
Easthope N.
Easthope S.
Mornington

44
45
46
47
48

Waterloo
Waterloo
Waterloo
Waterloo
V/aterloo

Dumfries N.
Waterloo
Wellesley
Wilmot
Woolwich

1
1
1
1
1

49

Wellington

2

50

Wellington

Guelph
Puslinch
Garafraxa
Pilkington
Nichol

51

Wentworth

Beverly

1

1

3
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Table 3-3
TELEPHONE EXCHANGES USED IN THE STUDY
Ailsa Craig
Aylmer
Ayr
Baden
Beachville
Belmont
Brantford
Breslaw
Brownsville
Burford
Burgessvllle
Caledonia
Centralia
Crediton
Dashwood
Dorchester
Drumbo
Dutton
Eastwood
Elmira
Elora
Embro
Fergus
Pingal
Plsherville
Gait
Glencoe
Granton
Guelph
Hamilton
Haggersville
Harrietsvllle
Hespler
Hickson
Ilderton
Ingersoll
Innerkip
Inwood
Jarvis
Kerwood
Kintore
Kirkton
Kitchener
Lambeth
Linwood

London
Luc an
Lynden
Melbourne
Milverton
Mt. Bridges
Mt. Pleasant
Nairn
New Dundee
New Hamburg
Norwich
Ohsweken
OttervJlle
Parkhill
Paris
Plattsville
Port Burwell
Port Stanley
Preston
Princeton
Rodney
St. Clements
St. George
St. Jacobs
St. Mary's
St. Thomas
Scotland
Sebringville
Selkirk
Shakespeare
Shedden
Sparta
Straffordville
Stratford
Strathroy
Tavistock
Thorndale
Tilsonburg
Wardsville
Waterdown
Weliesiey
West Lome
Winona
Woodstock
Zurich
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study, such a flow data for each of the above four categories was obtained
from two sources: Bell Canada inter-exchange flows and Ontario Department of Highways origin-destination studies.
Flow data between telephone exchanges, made available by Bell
Canada, gives an indication of the movement of messages and ideas.
In general, it can be stated that a Bell Canada exchange office is
located in an urban centre.

For the purposes of this study it is

assumed that the majority of calls originating within the exchange come
from the urban centre or close to it. Thus, when the urban centre
associated with an exchange falls within a given census subdivision,
the whole exchange is assumed to fall within that subdivision, although
the exact boundaries may not coincide.
There are, however, occasional exceptions to the above assumption -for example, the placing of the exchanges of Gait, Preston, and Hespler
in the Dumfries North subdivision.

In some cases it was necessary to

group two or more subdivisions in order that a better fit could be achieved
between the boundaries of the Bell Canada exchange areas and the boundaries of the townships.

In cases where no exchanges lay within a town-

ship or subdivision, the given subdivision was then grouped with the
subdivision or subdivisions whose exchange most overlapped into it. A
list of the telephone exchanges included appears in Table 3-3.
From the telephone data can be calculated the message flows between
each of the places and all other places in the study area. Thus, since
there are 51 places, the total number of pairs of places between which
telephone messages could flow is (51^-51) or 2550. The flow between
the 2550 pairs of places was tabulated in the following manner.
Bell Canada supplied data which indicated the number of calls that
went between each exchange and all other exchanges within the study
area.

This data was for a one-day average for ten peak days of 1968.

When more than one exchange was contained within the same township or
group of townships, it was necessary to calculate the total sum of all
flows that exist between that place and all the other places.

If a

given place contains three exchange (a, b, and c), and another place
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contains three exchanges (d, e, and f), the total flow would be: flow
from a to d + flow from a to e + flow from a to f + flow from b to d +
flow from b to e + flow from b to f + flow from c to d + flow from c to
e + flow from c to f.

The final tabulation was one-day average flow

of the ten peak days for 1968 between all the 'n' places in the study
area.
Another source of data was the Ontario Department of Highways, which
divided the province into several study areas.

In each of the areas,

origin-destination studies of vehicular traffic flows were carried out.14
Three of the Department of Highways study areas have been included in
the present study -- the London area, the Brantford area, the KitchenerWaterloo area.

The map on Figure 3-3 shows these areas. As stated,

the boundaries of the three Department of Highways study areas form the
approximate boundaries for the present study area. The boundaries are
only approximate in that firstly, Department of Highways study areas
occasionally cut through only portions of certain census subdivisions
and secondly, telephone data was not obtained for a few subdivisions on
the extremities of the highway study areas.
Within each of the three Department of Highways study areas, a
number of cells had been arbitrarily selected and traffic flows between
the cells within each study area established.

The external flow, that

is, the flow to and from areas outside each study area, had also been
determined.

For the present study, the cells in each of the three

Department of Highways areas were combined so that the resultant larger
cells more closely matched the boundaries of the census subdivisions.
Thus, if a subdivision contains two cells (m and n ) , and another
subdivision contains four cells (w, x, y, and z), the vehicular flow
between the subdivisions would be calculated as follows:

flow from m to

w + flow from m to x + flow from m to y + flow from m to z + flow from
n to w + flow from n to x + flow from n to y + flow from n to z.
When the tabulations have been completed, the final result is a
measure of the vehicular movements between the 2550 pairs of places for
1963.
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Table 3-4

VAHIAlXEG II* STRUCTURAL TUTRIX
1- t\ of farm operators owning, their own land
2- ,' of male population to total populatjon
• 3- /o of farmland
4- 5' of fa m l and rented 10 66
of change in <J of farmland rented 10G1 to 196G
G- ,' of change in total population
7- /' of urban population to total population
8- /o of rural farn population to total population 19GG
0- >o of change in /» of rural farn population 1961 to 19GG
10- % of change in fj of rural farm population 105C to 19G1
11- Jo of stores selling grocer!«s 1966
12- c/0 of population working in retail 19G6
13- p of population with British background
14- '•/o of population witn French background
lb- (p of population with German background
1G- c,o of population w:'th Dutch background
17- f3 of population with Italian background
18- % of population with other ethnic backgrounds
19- % to total newspapers of Kitcbenor-V/aterloo Record
20- '/> to total newspapers of Guelph Mercury
21- p to total newspapers o*" London Free press
22- % to total newspapers of Brantford Expositor
23- c/0 to total newspapers of St. Thomas Times Journal
24- % to total newspapers of Gait Examiner
25- r/, to total newspapers of Gimcoe Reformer
26- c/o to total newspapers of Woodstock Sentinel
27- % to total newspapers of Stratford Beacon Herald
28- % of business assessment to total assessment
29- '/0 of change in the total assessment 1961 to 19GC
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There is another index of spatial interaction -- commuter travel-which might conceivably be used, although this information will not be
available until the 1971 Census of Canada is published.

At that time

it would be worthwhile investigating commuter travel as a possible source
of data.
The two sources of data -- Bell Canada inter-exchange message flows
and Ontario Department of Highways origin-destination studies -- do,
despite the problems mentioned above, give an indication of the flow of
people, commodities, messages, and ideas in the study area.
Let us turn now to the structural aspects of the system.

There

are, theoretically, an almost infinite number of attributes that could
be used to index the structure of a place but, in reality, the number
is much smaller due to the limited availability of numeric measures of
the attributes.
The various indices should attempt to show the structural similarities and diversities between the 51 places in the study area. The
similarities and diversities should be in terms of both physical and
cultural landscapes and should encompass such things as rural-urban
differences, employment characteristics, and retail functions.
A list of the twenty-nine indices used in this study appears in
Table 3-4.

The data came from three sources -- the Census of Canada (1956,

1961, and 1966), the Year Book of Municipal Statistics for Ontario (1956
and 1966), and the Audit Bureau of Circulation.
Of the twenty-nine variables, numbers 1 through 18, except for 11
and 12, were calculated from the published Census of Canada Tables; numbers 11 and 12 were calculated from unpublished Census of Canada materials;
numbers 28 and 29 were calculated from the Yearbook of Municipal Statistics;
and numbers 19 through 27 were calculated from information supplied by
the Audit Bureau of Circulation.

Let us now look more closely at how

each of the variables was formed.
In using census data in the present study it was not possible to use
directly the tables found in the Census of Canada. The 51 places (that is
the data collection units) often consisted of more than one census sub-
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division and thus, the total figures for the two or more subdivisions
would have to be used.

In most cases, a given place (a data collection

unitJ also contained one or more incorporated places.

In cases where the

incorporated places affected the variable, the figures for the incorporated places would be added to the total of the subdivision(s). (For
example, total population and percentage urban population.)

Certain

variables are unaffected by the incorporated areas; for example, percentage of farmland rented.
One of the major structural contrasts within the regional system is
the difference between rural and urban. Thus, several of the indices
show the degree to which urbanization has taken place within a township.
Index 7 illustrates the percentage of urban population while index 8
illustrates the percentage of rural farm population.

Indices 9 and 10

illustrate the change in the percent of rural farm population.
The percentage of farm land being rented in 1966 was calculated as
well as the percentage change from 1961 to 1966 and from 1956 to 1961.
It is felt that the amount of land being rented gives some indication
of how much land is under speculation.

Of course, not all land that is

rented will be speculative land, but where there is a high level of
speculation one could expect a higher percentage than normal being rented.
The percentage of urban population, the change in population for
various years, the percentage of land being rented (areas for future
urbanization), all give some indication of the scope and change in
nature of the urban part of the system.
The percentage of male population to the total population also tends
to indicate the difference between places in terms
urbanization.

of the degree of

It can be generally expected that as the percentage of

male population decreases, the degree of urbanization increases.
In Variable 1 the total number of farm operators was calculated as
was the total number of farm operators owning their own land.

From these

two figures, the percentage of farm operators owning their own land
was obtained.
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In Variable 2 the total population of each of the 51 places was
calculated by adding the total populations of all places contained
within a given unit (including townships and incorporated places).
ilarly, the male population was calculated.

Sim-

Thus the percentage of

male population to the total population could be easily determined.
In Variable 3 the total farmland and the total farmland rented in
1961 for all townships contained within each of the data collection
units was calculated and from these figures the percentage of farmland
rented was determined.

Variable 4 was similarly calculated using 1966

figures, and Variable 5 was calculated by taking the percent changes in
3 and 4.
The total population for 1961 was calculated for all of the 51
places.

The total population for 1966 was already calculated in order

to obtain Variable 2. Thus, the percent change in total population
from 1961 to 1966 was shown in Variable 6.
In Variable 7 the urban population was defined as any incorporated
or unincorporated place with a population of 50 or more which is listed
in the Census of Canada.

The total urban population was calculated by

summing the population of the urban places that lay within each of the
data collection units. The percentage of urban population was then
calculated.
In Variable 8, the total rural-farm population was calculated and
the rural-farm population percentage to the total population determined.
The percent of rural-farm population for 1956 and 1961 was calculated in
a similar manner and the percentage change in rural-farm population
calculated for the periods 1956 to 1961 (Variable 10) and 1961 to 1966
(Variable 9).
Variables 11 and 12 are based on the retail data from unpublished
Census of Canada material.
Census Bureau in Ottawa.

The data was collected from the files of the

The method of collecting the data consisted

of determining the incorporated and unincorporated places (urban centres)
that lay within each of the data collection units (one or more census
subdivisions) and further determining the number of retail establishments
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in each of the centres. This task was accomplished by making use of
unpublished census data made available by the Census Bureau.

In order

to learn the number of employees and working proprietors for each retail
outlet, reference to the enumeration sheets was made. From the above
data, Variables 11 and 12 were calculated -- percentage of stores selling
groceries and percentage of total population working in retail.
Variables 13 through 18 indicate the ethnic background of the
population of the 51 places.

The total population of the six categories --

British, French, German, Dutch, Italian, and other ethnic backgrounds,
were calculated separately and taken as a percentage of the total population.
It can be assumed, except for an occasional case, that an urban
centre is associated with each region.

It is important to find indices

illustrating how this urban centre influences or dominates the surrounding
5
area.

It is felt that newspaper circulation figures indicate this sphere

of influence, and Variables 19 through 27 are based upon newspaper
circulation figures.
Although newspaper data actually tends to indicate the nodal characteristics of regions, it has been indexed with the structural data, not
the behavioral.

It does not represent true flows in the same sense that

telephone and highway data do.

It does, nevertheless, represent the

dissemination of messages and ideas throughout the area surrounding the
urban centre in which the paper is located.
The number of newspapers purchased in each township was considered
to be part of the structural attributes. The total number of newspapers
sold in each of the townships was calculated, and a percentage of the
total was worked our for each of the nine papers used in the study.
'Total' refers to the sum of the circulation figures in each township for
the nine newspapers.
Data concerning circulation of daily newspapers was obtained from
the Audit Bureau of Circulation.

From this data, it is possible to deter-

mine how many copies, on the average, are sent to each subdivision from
each daily newspaper.

The original data indicates how many papers go to

each city, town, or village.

The total for each subdivision can be ob-
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taincd by establishing which centres lie in what subdivisions and calculating the total for the centres. Thus the percentage of newspapers
from a given city that are sold in a given subdivision can be calculated.
From the newspaper data can be determined the area over which an urban
place asserts its influence.

In the particular case of this study, we

are, in fact, interested in what urban centre dominates or influences a
given data unit.
Within the present study area there are nine cities that have daily
newspapers:

Kitchener-Waterloo, Guelph, London, Brantford, St. Thomas,

Gait, Simcoe, Woodstock, and Stratford.

Although circulations of news-

papers originating outside the study area do penetrate within, only the
circulation of papers originating inside the study area were used.

Thus,

Variables 19 to 27 show the percentage of total circulation that each of
the nine newspapers receives in each of the 51 data collection units or
places.
Data concerning the radio listening habits of the population in the
study area was investigated. It might be assumed that a city's area of
6
influence is indicated, to some extent, by the area in which one finds
listeners to the city's radio stations.

It is understood of course that

power, frequency, and program policies of the stations all have an effect
7
upon the situation.

Data from the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement

was

examined for the Kitchener-Waterloo area.
The data was a survey of the listening habits of radio listeners
for November 1969.

From the data, one could calculate the number of

people covered in the survey who listened to the stations of each city.
There was not, however, sufficient sample size to make the data of any
value in this particular study.

In the original survey Census divisions

were used, and their information can not be adequately partitioned into
the

census subdivisions used in the present study.

Although much time

was taken up in checking the above data, it has not been included in the
study.
Variables 28 and 29 are based on municipal assessment and were
determined in the following way.

The total assessment for each of the
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data collection areas was calculated by adding together the municipal
assessment of all townships and incorporated places. The data for this
p

came from the Year Book of Municipal Assessment of Ontario.
The assessments were calculated for both 1961 and 1966. Variable
29 indicates the change in the total assessment from 1961 to 1966.
The business assessment was calculated for each of the data collection
units and thus the percentage of business assessment to the total
assessment for 1966 was arrived at.

(Variable 28)

Although there are attributes of the components of the spatialregional system that have not been indexed and interactions in the system
that have not been tabulated, it is felt that within the constraints of
available data, the indices which are chosen do represent the spatialregional system adequately enough to assess the workability of the
technique set out in Chapter II. Let us now turn our attention to the
application of the regionalization techniques to the study area.

CHAPTER IV
DETERMINATION OF SYNTHESIZED REGIONS IN THE STUDY AREA
The regionalization techniques of the present study as noted in
Chapter I and II, provide a means whereby regions can be established by
synthesizing the structural and behavioral aspects of the spatialregional system.

In Chapter III a study area was determined, and avail-

able data examined.

Let us now apply the techniques to the data and

determine regions within Southwestern Ontario.
Reference to the techniques outlined in Chapters I and II will be
made throughout this chapter as the regions within the study area are
developed.

Figure 4-7 shows the actual sequence of techniques as applied

in the study.
It will be remembered that the structural data was collected on
Matrix A, which in the present case, where there are 29 variables for
each of the 51 places, results in a matrix of 51 rows by 29 columns.
Twenty-nine is a large number of variables with which to work, and in
addition, it may well be that several of them are measures of the same
underlying factor.

Factor analysis may be used to determine this by

indicating which variables group together and thus have a common underlying factor.

It is, however, often difficult to state just what com-

mon characteristics the grouped variables exhibit. When performed on
the South-Western Ontario data matrix, factor analysis revealed 13
different underlying dimensions or factors of spatial structure. Factor scores were determined and were set out on a Matrix ' F' which is,
thus, 51 rows (places) by 13 columns (of underlying structural dimensions or factors).

Table 4-1 indicates which original variables load

or go with which factors and Table 4-2 shows the factor loadings resulting from the factor analysis.
Because of the nature of the original variables it was decided to
use a large number of factors -- that is, thirteen.

In the original

data, variables 19 through 27 describe the circulation of daily newspapers.

The circulation of these newspapers are such that they each
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Table 4-1

TABLES OF FACTORS
Factor

N«ime of Variable

Variables
that load
on factor
2
7
8
11

population to total population
i%_ofofmale
urban population to total population
rural population to total population
i of
of stores selling groceries to total

12
20

of

II

1
3
4
18

% of
% of
% of
fj of

farm operators owning ov/n land
farmland rented in 1961
farmland rented in 1966
population with other ethnic
background

III

13
15
16
19

% of
of
$ of
yb of

population with British background
population with German background
population with Dutch background
total newspapers to KitchenerV/aterloo Record

I

IV

<•/,

c

/o

9

^ of change in rural farm population
1961-1966
% of population with Italian background
f0 to total newspapers of Guelph I.lercury

17
20

V

10
25
29

stores
of population working in retail
of business assessment to total assessment

"/o

of change in % of rural farm nopulu r, '.on
ID55-1901
)'> of total newspapers to Stratford
1 eacon Herald
% of change in total assessment
1961-1966

(continued)

k6
TAI.LES OF FACTORS (continued)
Factor

Variables
that load
on factor

IJame of Variable

VI

23

/'j of total newspapers to St. Thomas
Times Journal

VII

21
22

% to total newspapers of London Free Press
^ to total newspapers oC Brantford
Expositor

VIII

2G

c

/> of total newspapers to V/ood stock
Sentinel

% of change in % of farmland rented
1961-1966

IX

5

X.

24

% of total newspapers to Gait Examiner

XI

27

% of total newspapers to Stratford
Beacon Herald

XII

14

)o of population with French background

XJ.II

C

,Q

of change in total population

FACTOP LOADING MATRIX

1
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

-0 .04759
-0 .73826
-0 .02282
+0,.10248
+0 .03452
+0,.21442
+0,.85039
-0,.62444
-0,.25339
-0,.08677
-0,.83730
+0,.76528
+0,.10786
-0,.02799
-0,.00587
-0,.18907
+0,.28821
-0,.10721
+0,,08400
+0,.05963
-0,.12940
-0,.02228
+0..03562
+0,,06516
+0,.10127
-0,.06605
+0.,00137
+0.,83284
+0.,33414

2
-0 .81394
+0 .05829
+0 .82425
+0 .91267
-0 .05397
+ 0 .17731
+0 .10675
+0 .01607
+0 .01446
-0,.26662
+0 .13485
+0 .14017
-0 .19718
-0,.17683
-0,.30130
-0,.12019
+0,.02778
+0,.72922
-0,.13448
-0,,17732
+0,,12210
+0,.13748
+0,.15264
-0,.00296
+0,.09249
-0,.12182
-0,.33319
+0,.07487
+0,.02099

3
-0 .20762
+0 .16463
+ 0 .12675
-0 .01050
-0 .38026
-0..18470
-0,.07692
+0,.15314
+0,.00699
-0,.05830
-0,.09449
+0 .09101
+0,.84763
-0,.34176
-0,.90342
+0,.48735
-0,.06650
-0,.04366
-0,.9 3114
-0,.00012
+0,.47246
+0,.08521
+0,.11374
+0,.02756
+0,,06029
+0,.05045
+0,,00346
-0,.03613
+0.,05684

4
+0 .01030
+0 .03454
+0 .03236
-0 .02767
-0 .09183
-0 .00064
+0 .24362
-0 .20676
-0 .69212
+0 .08060
+0 .03808
+0 .12645
+0 .09961
-0 .03583
-0 .03079
-0,.22886
+0 .83911
-0,.13158
+0 .13422
+0,.79373
-0,.30306
+0,.00093
-0,.12287
+0,.08352
-0,.02679
-0 .04632
-0,.05372
+0,.33880
+0,.22751

Factors
5
-0 .02279
+0 .00961
-0 .09721
-0 .00827
+0 .09081
+0 .07900
+0 .04269
-0 .04944
+0 .06637
-0 .51152
+0 .05232
-0 .10656
+0 .03257
-0 .02541
-0 .00962
-0 .34009
+0 .00807
+0 .07712
+0,.05591
+0,.09387
+0,.32641
-0,.02553
+0,.09402
+0,.05085
-0,.88579
+0,.07330
+0,.03514
+0,.05369
+0,.36915

6
+0 .20773
+0 .25916
-0 .01192
-0 .08849
-0 .08107
+0 .11942
+0 .02232
-0 .14622
-0..15891
-0 .34889
-0 .05146
+0 .00960
-0 .14932
-0 .04291
+0 .02437
-0,.17016
+0,.02024
+-0,.16991
-0,.02228
+0,.02382
+0,,14608
+0,,09707
-0,.86010
+0,.01737
+0,.16763
+0,.08049
+0,.00331
-0,.07235
-0,.36709

7
-0 .09781
+0 .07154
+0 .07084
-0 .10094
-0 .04133
+0 .02649
+0 .05309
+0 .19489
+0 .14437
+0 .05203
-0 .10816
-0 .08135
+0 .20509
+0 .08589
+0,.08735
+0,.00877
-0,.01906
-0,.36393
+0,.10712
+0,.04402
+0,,61282
-0,.92969
+0,,08471
-0,,05173
-0,.11819
+0,.00238
-0,.01524
-0,.01479
-0,.20785

8
-0 .08905
-0 .13937
+0 .00172
+0 .01644
+0 .08268
-0 .08207
+0 .04772
-0 .05101
-0 .06116
-0 .27737
-0 .05522
+0 .00132
-0 .06191
+0 .01679
-0,.03387
-0,.06527
-0,.02290
+0,.1^926
+0,.02671
+0,.06841
+0,.11069
+0,.02368
+0,.07804
+0,.02418
+0,.15291
-0,.95116
+0,,05695
-0,.10915
+0,.16 376

9
-0 .10795
+0 .39736
-0 .47012
+0 .07208
+0 .82969
+0 .01722
+0 .02416
+0 .09594
+0 .15376
-0,.05475
-0 .00104
+0,.23433
-0 .06976
+0,.20562
+0,.08177
-0,.07982
+0,.03617
+0,.01830
+0,.13426
-0,.06375
-0,.07889
+0,.01227
+0,,06005
+0,,08729
-0,.07864
-0,.04658
+0,.02126
+0,.04643
-0,,16254

10
-0 .00238
+0 .07582
+0 .04095
-0 .06440
-0 .13378
-0 .04205
-0 .11353
+0,.11070
+0,.24673
+0,.21984
-0,.00783
+0 .18953
-0,.09603
+0,.02164
+0,.01866
+0,.18167
-0..02418
+0,.07276
-0,.01061
+0,.06365
+0,.24375
-0,,01181
+0,,00899
-0,,93943
+0,,01017
+0,,02286
+0.,05822
-0,,13159
+0.,03421

FACTOR LOADING MATRIX (continue
Factors
11
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

(continued )
(continued )
(continued )
(continued )
(continued )
(continued )
(continued )
(continued'
(continued])
(continued'
(continued )
(continued')
(continued]I
(continued')
(continued]
(continued]
(continued]
(continued]
(continued]
(continued]
(continued]
(continued]
(continued]
(continued]
(continued]
(continued]
(continued]
(continued]
(continued]

-0 .18099
+0 .08788
+0 .08725
+0 .11305
-0 .04405
-0 .04288
-0 .0726.1
-0 .00608
-0 .31721
-0 .10711
-0 .01568
+0 .23680
-0 .00911
+0 .03122
-0 .06665
+0 .25382
-0 .12683
+0 .03670
+0 08850
+0 10046
+0 .15019
+0 03437
+0 00405
+0 04790
+0 06692
+0 04623
-0 86185
-0 05555
+0 32116

12
+0 .12924
+0 .09309
-0 .07517
-0 .00026
+0 .14258
+0 .15311
+0 .12770
-0 .56589
-0 .09092
+0 .14190
+0 .11833
+0 .01815
-0 .21143
+0 .82880
+0 .17416
-0 .29203
+0 .04362
+0 .01302
-0 .01953
-0 08941
+0 .07488
+0 00328
-0 01082
+0 01681
-0 02656
-0 03276
-0 02306
+0 08989
-0 09511

13
-0 .24011
+0 .10388
+0 .06531
+0 .16599
+0 .02127
+0 .85704
+0 .27070
-0 .01968
-0 .19107
-0 .36699
-0 .02874
+0 .06731
+0 .01803
+0 .16477
+0 .14244
+0 07799
+0 .10919
-0 .29360
+0 07835
-0 .48698
+0 .08573
+0 .02489
-0 09464
+0 05117
-0 00551
+0 05663
+0 05724
+0 04537
+0 34247
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influence only a very few data units and thus the percentage of the variance accounted for by each of these variables is small. The variance
is, nevertheless, very important within a limited area. Therefore, it
was decided to use a larger number of factors than might ordinarily be
the case. Before manipulating the matrices further, let us look briefly
at the 13 factors to see what they indicate about the structural part
of this particular spatial system.
Factor 1 is composed of six variables: #2- percentage of males to
the total population; #7- percentage of urban population to total population; #8- percentage of rural population to total population; #11- percentage of stores selling groceries; #12- percentage of population working
in retail; and #28- percentage of business assessment to total assessment (1966).

These six variables seem to express the degree of urban-

ization within the various places.
Factor II is made up of four of the original variables:

#1- per-

centage of farm operators owning their own land; #3- percentage of farmland rented in 1961; #4- percentage of farmland rented in 1966; and #18percentage of population of other ethnic backgrounds (other than major 5).
The variables fall into two major categories -- rural land tenure and ethnic background.

It is thus difficult to place a precise name on the factor.

Factor III contains four variables:

#13- percentage of population

of British background; #15- percentage of population of German background;
#16- percentage of population of Dutch background; and #19- percentage of
Kitchener-Waterloo Record to total newspaper circulation.

The factor seems

to point out differences in ethnic background -- particularly the relationship between percentage of German population and percentage of English
population.

It also indicates a relationship between German background

and the percentage..>of people taking the Kitchener-Waterloo Record.

In the

area surrounding Kitchener-Waterloo, there is a concentration of people
of German background
Factor IV contains three variables: #9- percentage of change in
total population; #17- percentage of population of Italian background;
and #20- percentage of Guelph Mercury to total newspaper circulation.
Although the three variables are correlated, the underlying factor is
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not apparent.
Factor V contains three variables:

#10- percentage change in the

percentage of rural farm population 1955 to 1961; #25- percentage of
Stratford Beacon Herald to total newspapers; and #29- percentage change
in the total assessment 1961 to 1966. The remaining variables, for the
most part, do not combine and thus appear as individual factors.
Although labeling or identification of the underlying dimensions
or factors may help to assess the spatial-regional system, such labeling itself is not essential.

If it is remembered that the ultimate

purpose of regionalization techniques is to establish regions, then the
various techniques such as factor analysis can be considered as 'mere
mathematical tools', useful as a means to an end.
Moving to the next step in the formation of regions, it may be
remembered from Chapter II and Figure 2-3, that dimensional analysis
may be used to determine the degree of similarity between pairs of
places for the structural data.

In Chapter II, it was shown that the

similarity between pairs of places where only 2 variables are involved
could be determined by measuring the distance between points, when
each place is represented by a point on a graph. For problems with
more than two variables, a formula was presented that provides the same
measure, but in term of "a" variables. The formula was applied to the
Matrix 'F'. The measures obtained were such that a single value represents the similarity between each pair of places.
Dimensional analysis is applied to the factor scores. This single
measure of similarity between pairs of places spans all of the 13 factors.
2
In the present study there are 51 places and, thus, there are 51 -51 or
2550 pairs of places. A new Matrix '&' is formed which is 2550 rows by
one column.
If one desires to form homogeneous regions from the structural data,
it may be accomplished at this point by grouping the pairs of places
which are most similar. The technique used for such grouping, as explain3
ed in Chapter II, is to draw into regions those places that are most
similar.

In the Matrix 'S ', for each place there is another place that

is most similar to it -- that is, the value on the Matrix 'S ' between
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the place and the place to which it is most similar is lower than from
the place to any other place. When one place is most similar to another and a third place is most to either of the other two, then all
three are in the same region. The reader is referred to Figures 2-1
and 2-2. Figure 4-1 shows the regions so formed, while Figure 4-2
shows by arrows which places are linked through similarity to which
other places. The regions will be discussed later but let us first
turn our attention to the behavioral data.
It will be recalled from Chapter 1 that the behavioral data is
collected on Matrix 'B' which is (n -n) rows by 'b! columns, where
2
(n -n) is the number of pairs of places, and 'b' is the number of
behavioral interactions between the pairs of places. Because in the
present study area 'n' equals 51 (the number of places) and 'b' equals
2 (the number of interactions -- telephone interexchange flows and
highway traffic flows), the Behavioral Matrix 'B' has dimensions of
2550 rows by 2 columns. As there are only two• columns in the Matrix
JB', factor analysis'is not hecessarv'as it was with the structural data.
The values of the Martix 'B* are the actual flows that took place
between the various places. Flow between two populous centres might
be great in terms of real numbers but, in actuality, form a small part
of the total flow going into or emanating from either centre. On the
other hand, a relatively small place might have a verv high proportion of
its overall flow going to a large centre but be represented by a relatively small number.

The logarithm of the number representing the

flow between two places was used rather than the real number. The
use of the logarithmic value has the effect of deflating the measure
of connectivity between populous centres and inflating it between smaller
places and between a small place and a large one, thus compensating for
great differences in population size between data units. A new Matrix
'L' is formed from the logarithmic values, and has the same dimensions
as Matrix 'B'.
It is at this point that nodal regions may be formed from the
behavioral data. These nodal regions may be formed by first reducing
the two columns of Matrix 'L' to one column using the technique outlined
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in chapter II-- that is by using the formula

where D is
D

the aggregate value of the two variables.

l

=

X

+ Y

1
1
From the values of D, a new

Matrix 'I' is formed whose dimensions are 2550 rows by one column. Using
the technique outlined in Chapter II, the pairs of places which are most
similar and are also adjacent are grouped into regions. The regions so
formed and shown in Figure 4-3 will be discussed later.

Figure 4-4

shows the linkage pattern of the Behavioral Regions.
It was pointed out in Chapter II that in order to facilitate the
grouping procedures, it was necessary to set up the data such that the
lowest value represents the highest level of similarity.

In the present

study, all the values of the Matrix 'I' were subtracted from 4.000 to
form the Matrix 'G' which, of course, has 2550 rows by 1 column.
In Chapter II it was indicated that there were two alternate ways
of completing the synthesis -- one using canonical analysis and the other
not using canonical analysis. The author chose not to use canonical
analysis, because, as it was pointed out in Chapter II, the manner in
which dimensional analysis is used likely masks any results which might
be obtained from the canonic analysis. The prime objective is to synthesize structure and behavior, not to establish relationships between
them; canonical analysis, therefore, may justifiably be omitted.
Continuing the synthesis of the data, the Behavioral Matrix 'G'
an<

^ the Structural Matrix 'S' can be combined using the formula
2
2
D
l = X
+ Y
. A new Matrix 'D' is formed which has 2550 pairs of
places by one column representing the similarity between pairs of places
in terms of both structure and behavior.
Using the grouping techniques as before, the places which are most
similar and which are adjacent are grouped to form regions. These regions,
then, are the synthesis of both homogeneous and nodal regions and are
shown on Figure 4-5.

The linkage pattern of the synthesized regions is

shown on Figure 4-6.

The sequence of steps which led to the formation

of the regions is shown on Figure 4-7.
regions so formed will be discussed.

In the following chapter the
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Figure k-7

THE STEPS IN THE FORMATION OP REGIONS

STRUCTURAL DATA
(IT Data Collection
29 variables (See table 3-4)
51 places (See figure 3-2)
(2) Factor Analysis
established 13 factors
print out of factor scores

Matrix •A»
29 variables
51
places
Matrix
13 factors
51
places

(3) Dimensional Analysis
Dimensional Analysis determines the degree of similarity
between pairs of places using the formula on page 19. Because
there are 51 places, there are 2550 (51-51) pairs of places,
A new matrix is formed which has a single value representing
tvie degree of similarity between each of the 2550 pairs of
places.
Matrix ' S'
'1* measure of
2550 I
similarity
pairs
of
places
(4) Homogeneous Regions
Homogeneous regions can be formed at this oolnt by
grouping the places that are most similar. In Chapter II
it was seen that the pairs of places that had the lowest
value had the most similarity. On the Matrix 'S', for each
place there is a value representing how similar it is to the
other 50 places. Thus, this lowest value would be selected;
for example, place 1 is most similar to place 3 (See figure
b-2)•
When two places are most similar and a third place is
most similar to either of them, then all three places are in
the same region. In figure 4-2, 1 is most similar to 3»
2 is most similar to 3» 3 Is most similar to 1, 32 Is most
similar to 2, 44 is most similar to 51. and 51 Is most similar to 3. Therefore, 1, 2, 3, 32, 44, and 51 are all in
the same region. The other ten regions on figure 4~? were
formed in a like manner.
BEHAVIORAL DATA
(1) Data Collection
2 variables (telephone and highway)
51 places— 2550 (512-5D pairs of places
Matrix *B»
2 variables
2550
pairs
of
places
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(2) Logarithmic Values of the Flow Data
Matrix
For an explanation of why
2 variables
logarithmic values have been used
2550
see page 51*
logarithmic
pairs
values
of
places
(3) Reduction of the 2 variables to a single measure of flow data
This step Is accomplished by using the formula on page
58 (first paragraph). See also page 20 and footnote h of
Chapter II.
Matrix 'I*
1 measure of com2550 1
blned flow data
pairs
of
places
(k) Nodal Regions
Nodal Regions may be formed by grouping together those
places that display the highest level of connectivity. The
grouping is carried out in the same manner as the grouping
for the homogeneous regions, except that the pairs of nlaces
with the highest values on the Matrix 'I' are grouped, not
the lowest. (It may be remembered from Chapter II that an
adjacency constraint was applied to the grouping procedure.)
(5) Inversion of the Data
In the structural data the lowest value represents the
greatest similarity between t>airs of places and therefore,
the pairs of places with the lowest values are grouped to
form regions. With the behavioral data, the pairs of places
that have the largest values are grouped to form regions.
In order to have the data in comparable form and to facilitate
the synthesis of the two types of data, the behavioral data
was Inverted. All values of the behavioral data (Matrix 'I*)
were subtracted from a constant. A new Matrix 'G* is formed.
The reader is referred to page 20.
SYNTHESIZED REGIONS
Let us use the data from the structural Matrix *S I and
the behavioral Matrix 'G 1 . The two matrices are In like form
and have dimensions of 2.550 by 1. The data on the two matrices
is synthesized by using the formula
i
— . The
Da= X 1 2 + Y 1 2
reader is referred to pages 19 and 58•
The values of 'D* are displayed on a Matrix •D».
Matrix *D*
1 measure of
2550
similarity
pairs
of
places
The grouping of the pairs of places from the Matrix ,D» Is
accomplished in the same manner as with the homogeneous
regions. Thus the Synthesized Regions are formed and are
displayed on figure k-5m

CHAPTER V

TIE REGIONS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS

Having now established, for Southwestern Ontario, regions based on
the synthesis of structural and behavioral characteristics, we may find
it worthwhile to investigate the results (figure 4-5) and their implications.

It will be recalled that two other types of regions were formed as

well as the synthesized ones -- the behavioral regions (Figure 4-3) and
the structural regions (Figure 4-1).

Although it is with the synthesized

regions (Figure 4-5) that we are most concerned, the other two types
will be considered too, as such study proves useful in the analysis of
the synthesized regions.
It will be noted that not only do boundaries of the three types of
regions differ as can be seen on the three figures but so, too, do the
linkage patterns, which are shown respectively for synthesized regions,
behavior regions and structural regions (Figures 4-2, 4-4 and 4-6).

The

behavioral regions display a distinctly nodal pattern -- that is, the
flows of data focus on data units containing urban centres. The structural
regions lack this nodal characteristic and, in fact, in the case of
Structural Regions 1 and 2, rural and urban are separated.

The linkage

pattern of the synthesized regions appears to reflect characteristics of
both structural and behavioral regions.

Some synthesized regions

are

distinctly nodal such as Region X, while others, such and Region VIII,
lack this nodal feature.
Let us briefly examine the characteristics of behavioral regions and
structural regions, looking first at the behavioral.
There are a total of seven behavioral regions varying in size from
Region 1 which is the largest to Regions 2 and 5 which are the smallest.
As has been stated, the linkage patterns of the behavioral regions are
nodal with the linkage arrows focusing on the urban centres.
Figure 5-1 shows the foci of the various behavioral regions.

In two

of the regions -- numbers 1 and 4 -- the linkage arrows focus on more
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than one centre in the region.

Region 1 contains London and St. Thomas.

From the linkage arrows, London would appear to be the more dominant
centre, but data units 8 and 9 link to St. Thomas (data unit 10).

The

behavioral linkage pattern around St. Thomas should be borne in mind
when looking at the synthesized regions.
In Region 4, there are actually three centres to which the linkage
arrows focus. Data units 6, 35, and 36 link to unit 33 which contains
Tillsonburg; data units 33, 27, and 26 link to unit 28 which contains
Delhi and unit 28 links to unit 26 which contains Simcoe. The behavioral
linkage pattern around Tillsonburg should also be remembered when looking
at the synthesized regions.
Behavioral Region 1 is a very large region whose linkage arrows
focus on London, and as earlier outlined, to a lesser extent on St. Thomas.
It can be seen, however, that the linkage arrows of the outlying data
units link to intermediate data units, not directly to London. This
linkage to intermediate units could have resulted from the application
of the contiguity constraint in the grouping procedure as set out in
Chapter II and IV.

The adjacency constraint was removed in order to see

what effect the constraint had on the linkages. As is shown on Figure 5-2,
there is little change.

The area in the south-west of the study area,

and to a lesser extent the north-west, are still only indirectly linked
to London.

Thus, it can be stated that the nodal linkage pattern in the

Behavioral Region 1 breaks down towards the peripheries of the region.
Behavioral Region 5 contains no large urban centre.

The three

townships of Ilaldimand County which make up the region probably link to
data units outside the study area and thus, a distorted linkage pattern
has occurred.
The nodal linkage pattern which has generally arisen from the behavioral data could well be expected in that urban centres interact with
their surrounding area in supplying goods, services, and jobs for those
living in the surrounding area, and in providing markets for goods
produced in the surrounding area. This interaction is manifest in the
movement of people, commodities, messages and ideas which are, in turn,
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described by the two indices used in the study -- highway traffic data
and telephone data.
Turning next to the structural regions, we note that there are
three major contrasts between them and the behavioral regions. These
three contrasts are: difference in the number of regions, difference in
the boundaries of the regions, and difference in the linkage patterns.
Reference to Figure 4-1 and 4-3 show that there are eleven structural
regions and only seven behavioral regions.

In the western part of the

study area, Structural Regions 1 to 5 inclusive cover the same area as
Behavioral Region 1.

It is in this part of the study that the difference

in the number of regions occurs.
The remainder of the study contains the same number of behavioral
regions and structural regions; examination of the regional boundaries
and linkage patterns, however, indicates that the two types of regions
are quite different.
Behavioral Region 1, as was stated previously in the discussion of
the behavioral regions, has as its focus, London and as its sub-focus,
St. Thomas. The influence of London over the area is very great and is
such that many data units link either directly to London or indirectly
to it through intermediate data units. The structural regions, on the
other hand, tend to separate structurally diverse phenomena and thus rural
and urban are separated as has occurred between Structural Regions 1 and
2.

Structural Regions 3 and 4 are also rural in nature and have been

separated from Structural Region 1 (London), and also from Structural
Region 5 (St. Thomas).

The existence of the rural regions is of impor-

tance when discussing the synthesized regions.
Reference to Structural Region 11 indicates that there is no division into separate rural and urban regions around Kitchener-Waterloo; the
linkage pattern does, however, tend to separate rural from urban. The
linkage pattern of Structural Region 11 is as follows. Data unit 50
which contains Guelph links to data unit 45 which contains KitchenerWaterloo.

Data unit 45, in turn, links to data unit 47. The pattern

could be explained as follows:

Guelph has little alternative but to link
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to Kitchener-Waterloo in that the study area does not extend east of
unit 50. Guelph and Kitchener-Waterloo both being urban centres will
reflect certain similarities.

Kitchener-Waterloo, on the other hand,

does not link to Guelph, but rather to its predominantly rural neighbour
to the west.

The latter linkage could be explained in that Kitchener-

Waterloo would be similar to data unit 47 in terms of ethnic background
and in newspaper circulation.
both are rural.

Data unit 47 links to unit 46 because

Thus, in Region 11, the simple contrast of rural-urban

is clouded by other factors and a distinct rural region and a distinct
urban region were not formed.
Structural Region 6 covers the same area as Behavioral Region 2 and,
therefore, one could expect such a region to appear in the synthesized
regions.
The remainder of the structural regions are the same in number
as the behavioral regions but are different in boundaries and linkage
patterns from their behavioral counterparts. No one factor appears to
stand out in the formation of the regions, although it can be assumed
that a combination of several factors brings about the regions as shown
in Figure 4-1.
The linkage pattern as found in the structural regions is also
to be expected.

By their nature, the structural regions would tend

to separate the places that are dissimilar.

Thus, rural and urban would

be separated, places of different newspaper circulation would be separated,
and places whose inhabitants are of a different ethnic background would
be separated.

Because there are numerous structural factors which

affect the same area, it is often difficult to determine which factor
was most important in the formation of a region.
Let us now turn to the synthesized regions and look at them in light
of what has been observed about the behavioral and structural regions,
and in light of the overall purpose of this study which is to synthesize
homogeneous (structural) regions and nodal (behavioral) regions and also
to assess the value of the regions so established for policy-oriented
uses.
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It can be seen from Figures 4-1, 4-3, and 4-5, that the synthesized
regions have boundaries that coincide with neither the structural regions
nor the behavioral. As was previously stated, the linkage pattern of the
synthesized region is a compromise between the other two types.
In number, the synthesized regions were more like the structural
regions than the behavioral, but perusal of the various figures would
indicate that there are distinct differences in boundaries and linkages
between the synthesized and the structural regions.
In Synthesized Region I as with the whole of the study area,
there is an interplay between structural and behavioral data.

Sometimes

the characteristics of the structural regions show through; sometimes
it is the characteristics of the behavioral regions. Synthesized Region I
would appear to be the remnant of Behavioral Region L. Reference to the
linkage patterns in Figures 4-6 and 4-4 indicates that the linkages are
similar for Behavioral Region 1 and Synthesized Region I.

The character-

istics of the structural regions, however, show up in that the area of
Synthesized Region I is much smaller than that of Behavioral Region 1.
The rural-urban contrast between Structural Regions 1 and 2 manifests
itself in the formation of Synthesized Region II which can be considered
the remnant of Structural Region 2. Reference to the linkage patterns
indicate that linkage patterns are very similar for Synthesized Region II
and Structural Region 2.
Synthesized Region III also displays the intricate interaction
between the forces of structure and behavior.

Reference to the linkage

pattern in Behavioral Region 1 will indicate that there is a nodal subfocus around St. Thomas.

The same linkage pattern is displayed in

Synthesized Region 3 in that data units 8 and 9 link to 10. When the
behavioral data was combined with the structural data, such combination
brought about the formation of Synthesized Region III.
Synthesized Region IV consists of only 2 data units - - 5 and 7.
Synthesized Region IV is within the area covered by Behavioral Region 1,
and, as will be recalled, falls within the area which was referred to as
having weak behavioral linkages.

It is thus the structural similarities
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between data units 5 and 7 that are more important in forming the
region.
When looking at the synthesized regions in general, one notes that
there is usually an urban centre associated with each region.

Of the

four regions so far discussed, two have urban centres within them while
two do not.

The existence of the two non-urban centred regions is of

significance when reviewing the area for regional government.

It

would appear that the urban influence of London and/or St. Thomas does
not extend into Regions II and IV. Perhaps consideration should be given
to allowing these two regions to exist as separate rural entities.
Let us turn now to Synthesized Region V which contains Stratford.
As it happens, all three types of regions -- synthesized, structural,
and behavioral -- cover the same spatial area.
One can expect that some distortion of the linkage pattern has taken
place because of the location of the outer limits of the study area;
however, it becomes obvious that Stratford, or its surrounding area, is
not linked in a strong way to either Waterloo County or Oxford County.
The Perth County boundary represents a distinct division line, not only
with the synthesized data, but also with structural and behavioral regions
considered separately.
It would seem that there is a fairly distinct break between Synthesized
Region V and Region XI and VI following the county boundaries -- PerthOxford and Petth-Waterloo.

It is therefore concluded that if the township

boundaries are left intact, the Perth County boundary is a reasonable
boundary as indicated above.

Should the townships not be left intact, then

there is no evidence in the study to indicate where the boundary should be.
In the west, the Perth County boundary and the Region V boundary are
not coincidental in that Blanchard is included in Synthesized Region I.
Synthesized Region VI contains five data collection units --31
which contains Woodstock, 32, 37, 38, and 39 which contains Ingersol.
It will be noted that the region is like Behavioral Region 3 in area.
The two are quite similar in linkage patterns as well.
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In looking at Synthesized Region VI there came to light a problem
which affects the regional boundaries. Data was compiled on the basis
of townships;

it is possible, however, that the actual boundary between

two regions actually cuts through a township such that part is in one
region and part in another.
Blenheim Township, data 32, is shown as being included in Region VI
although in the Fyfe Report on Waterloo County Regional Government Review,
part was included in the Waterloo County Regional Government.

It is not

possible to make any real comment upon this situation except to say that
when the township is considered as a whole, it is more similar to Woodstock than to Kitchener-Waterloo or Waterloo County.
Synthesized Region VII consists of three data collection units -6, 33 which contains Tillsonburg, and 35. The region does not exist
as such in either the structural or the behavioral regions. Examination
of the linkage pattern of the behavioral regions indicates, however, that
one might well expect a region to form around Tillsonburg in that
Tillsonburg is one of the nodal foci of Behavioral

Region 4.

In Synthesized Region VI a problem was pointed out which could
potentially cause distortion in the regional boundaries.

In Synthesized

Region VII, a second problem becomes evident. The problem comes about
as a result of the combining of certain townships into a single data
collection unit in order to achieve a better fit between the Bell Canada
exchanges and the census data.

The Townships of Oxford East and Norwich

North were combined in this way.

It may well be that Norwich North belongs

in the region but that Oxford East would be better suited by being in
Region VI. This problem with the boundaries will have to be borne in
mind when making any conclusions about the usefulness of boundaries for
policy-oriented uses.
Synthesized Region VIII in the Simcoe-Norfolk area consists of six
data collection units.

Simcoe is the largest urban centre in the region

but Delhi is also contained in the region.
It will be recalled from the previous discussion of the structural
and behavioral regions that there were indistinct linkage patterns
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in the area of Synthesized Region VII.

(See Figures 4-2 and 4-4)

The indistinct pattern continues in the Synthesized Region VII.
Excepting the Port Dover area which will be discussed subsequently,
and perhaps certain other isolated areas, one may state that the area
contained in Region VIII is not experiencing the pressures of urban
change and urban expansion to the same extent as some other regions -notably Region I and Region XI. The indistinct linkage pattern may
result from the lack of urban change and urban pressure.

It is in the

areas of the large urban centres that the immediate need for reorganization
of the political boundaries (that is the need for Regional Government) is
most necessary and most pressing.

In areas such as Region VII the need

may be less acute.
There would appear to be a relationship between those areas which
have distinct linkage patterns and those which have a pressing need for
political boundary reorganization and, further, that where the linkage
patterns are indistinct, the need for boundary reorganization is less
demanding.

The relationship between the distinct linkage patterns and

the need for political boundary reorganization may not, however, be a
causal one, and may result from difference in size of the urban centres
while the above noted relationship more or less tags along.
Reference was made previously to the Port Dover area.

It will be

remembered from Chapter I that in the Port Dover area there is a potential
for much industrial development and a resultant population increase. The
potential development that is likely to take place in the vicinity
was not included as an input in the data. For this reason, the regional
breakdown will be inaccurate to the extent that the new development
affects the area. Within the terms of reference of the present study, it
might be inappropriate to attempt comment on what the effects of the
development in the area of Port Dover might be, except to say that the
eastern boundary of Region VIII might well be altered.
Synthesized Region IX is made up of three data units -- 11, 12, and
13 -- and contains no significant urban centre. The region is the same
as Behavioral Region 5.

It is felt that Synthesized Region IX is likely

affected by places outside the study area and may well be part of a larger
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region lying to the east of the study area.
The region or part of it may be affected by the Port Dover development, but as set out in the discussion of Region VIII, the Port Dover
development was not included as an input in this study and, therefore,
no comment can be offered as to its effect on the area.
Synthesized Region X consists of five data collection units and
contains the city of Brantford.
linkage pattern.

This region displays a distinctly nodal

The region is, in fact, similar to behavioral Region 6

except that the behavioral region contains data unit 29 whereas

the

synthesized region does not.
The region seems to form a cohesive unit but there are probably
influences from outside the study area that would affect at least part
of this area.

Beverly Township, data unit 51, is probably influenced

by Hamilton, and it may well be that at least part of Beverly Township
should be included with Hamilton, which was not included in the study
area.

Beverly Township will be further mentioned when discussing Region XI

as a part of the township was included in Waterloo County in the Fyfe
Study of Regional Government.
Recalling the structural and behavioral regions, it seems that the
three types of regions all have a region centred on Brantford, but in
each case the boundary is different. Considering the shape of the
boundaries of Region X, it may well be that the regional boundary actually
does not lie along the township divisions, as shown, but that certain
townships should be split -- part going to one region and part to another.
It is apparent that Brantford does form a distinct regional centre.
The outer boundaries are perhaps not accurate but nevertheless, except
for Beverly Township, would probably be satisfactory for purposes of
Regional Government.
The last region to be discussed is Synthesized Region XI, the
Kitchener-Waterloo-Guelph Region.

This region consists of seven data

units and is made up of nine townships -- Dumfries North, Waterloo,
Wellesley, Wilmot and Woolwich in Waterloo County and of Guelph, Nichol,
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Pilkington and Puslinch in Wellington County.

It contains the urban

centres of Kitchener-Waterloo, Galt-Preston-Hespler7 and Guelph.

It will

be noted that the division between Region XI and other regions falls
along the county boundaries of Perth, Brant and Oxford -- except along
the easterly side where part of Wellington County is included.
Reference to Figure 4-6 indicates that the townships of Waterloo
County link to Kitchener-Waterloo with the exception of Wilmot which
links to Woolwich.

The combined townships of Nichol and Pilkington

in Wellington County link to Guelph and Puslinch Townships while Guelph
and Puslinch which contain the city of Guelph, to Kitchener- Waterloo.
The three types of regions generally cover the same spatial area
except that Dumfries North, data unit 44, was not included in Structural
Region 11 whereas it was included in both the behavioral and synthesized
regions.
Examination of the linkage patterns reveals that even though the
spatial area of the three types of regions is much the same in the
Waterloo-Wellington County area, the linkages are quite different as will
be seen in Figures 4-2, 4-4- and 4-6.
The behavioral linkage pattern is distinctly nodal in character as
is the synthesized linkage pattern.

The pattern based upon structure

is affected by two main factors -- rural-urban differences and ethnic
differences.

The structural linkage pattern indicates a distinct separa-

tion between rural and urban, although separate regions are not formed.
It will be noted that the data unit containing Guelph links to the
data unit containing Kitchener-Waterloo in all three cases but KitchenerWaterloo does not link to Guelph.

In that the linkage between Guelph and

Kitchener-Waterloo is only one-way in all three cases, there is the
indication that the linkage or tie between the two urban centres is not
particularly strong.

It may be that had the study area been extended,

Guelph's linkage would have been different and it may well have tied in
with the area lying to the east and north.
Regional Government has gone into operation in Waterloo County, and
Guelph is not included.

Let us examine the area which is included
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in the Regional Government scheme as compared to the region which was
established in the present study.
There are two important differences in the area contained.

Firstly,

the Synthesized Region XI contains part of Wellington County while the
Regional Government plan does not.

Secondly, the Synthesized Region XI

does not extend beyond the Waterloo County boundaries except as shown
above, whereas the Regional Government boundaries do so extend and, in
fact, include parts of Blenheim and Beverly and Peel Townships.
The latter discrepancy is, of course, easily explained in that the
data collection methods used to establish synthesized regions did not
allow for the breaking up of townships.
One reason for not including Guelph in the Waterloo County Regional
Government Area is stated by Dalton Bales, former Minister of Municipal
Affairs, as, "Place of work -- place of residence studies show very
Q

little connection between Guelph and the municipalities of Waterloo."
Another reason why Guelph was not included in the KitchenerWaterloo Region is political and, as such, is less tangible that such
things as movement between places.
In order to establish a Regional Government in the area of Wellington County surrounding Guelph, it would seem that an urban centre would be
required as a focus.

If Guelph were included in Waterloo County Regional

Government, this focus would be gone. Alternatively, the area surrounding Guelph could be included as well, but this action would result in
an unwieldy area over which to effect government.
Thus, it would seem that, politically, the exclusion of Guelph was
a reasonable move in that Guelph can, in the future, act as a regional
focus for a future regional government.

The problem of whether one or

two regions exist within Synthesized Region X is not yet definitely
answered; the author feels that within the terms of the data collected
in the study, no real decision can be made, but that taking into account
other factors -- the truncation of the study area to the east of Guelph,
and particularly the political factor -- two separate regions should be
recognized and these are labelled XIA and XIB on Figure 5-3.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The purpose of this study as stated in Chapter I is

first to look

at an approach to regionalization whereby homogeneous regions and nodal
regions may be synthesized to form a group of composite regions which
will represent the spatial-regional system better than will either of the
two taken separately and secondly, to assess the value of the regions so
established for use in a policy-oriented manner.

A series of techniques

was outlined in Chapter I and II whereby such a synthesis could be
accomplished.

Chapter III defined a study area and outlined the data

that would be used in establishing the regions. Chapter IV broke the
study area into regions using the techniques put forth in Chapters I and
II while Chapter V described the regions so derived.

This chapter will

draw conclusions regarding the techniques used, and the regions derived
from the techniques, and will also examine avenues of further research.
The techniques of regionalization used in the study provide a means
whereby two of the traditional types of geographic regions -- homogeneous
and nodal -- can be synthesized through mathematical formulation.
The overall study was thought of in terms of a systems approach. The
system was considered to be the study area, and was termed the spatialregional system.

The spatial-regional system is made up of components or

data units and of interactions between the components. The components were
indexed by 29 variables, each in some way describing the components, and
thought of as being the structural attributes of the spatial-regional
system.

The interactions between the components or places were indexed

by two variables -- Bell Canada interexchange flows and highway traffic
flows, and these were termed the behavioral data.
The techniques are depicted in Figure 2-3 and, as has been discussed
in Chapter I and II, the data was collected for structure and behavior
independently.

The data matrices of structure and behavior were rendered

in like form through certain mathematical procedures such that each
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described the similarity between pairs of places. The matrices were
then combined and places that were most similar and also adjacent were
grouped together to form regions.
Regions were also formed from the structural regions and the behavioral regions respectively.

Such regions were used as a comparison to the

regions formed through the synthesis of the two forms of data.
A general perusal of the synthesized regions and of the structural
(homogeneous) regions and behavioral (nodal) regions indicates that the
synthesized regions are like neither of the other two and yet display
the characteristics of both.

From the discussion of the synthesized

region in Chapter V it can be concluded that the techniques used in the
study do provide an adequate method of synthesizing structural (homogeneous) regions and behavioral (nodal) regions.
The techniques described in this study represent a systems approach
to the problem of regionalization.

How closely the results of the

techniques describe the actual system and how that system is broken down
into regions depends on how accurately the original data described the
spatial-regional system.

This description of the spatial-regional

system and its accuracy depends not only on what variables are used but
on the size of the components which aggregate the spatial-regional system.
The size of the components of the system can vary:

there could be only

one component which would, in fact, encompass the whole of the spatialregional system, or the components could be counties, townships or some
other arbitrary division or unit. Any one of these component sizes
would allow one to look at the study through the confines of systems
theory; the resultant regional pattern is, however, different in each
case.

Thus, a concern of the researcher is to examine what size of

component is most desirable and define his system accordingly.
In the present study, townships and, in some cases, groups of two or
more townships were used as the components of the spatial-regional system.
The results of the study are thus tempered by how accurately these components describe the system.
The townships were chosen as the basic data component because census
data is readily available for them, and the township is the smallest
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spatial unit for which data is practically available.
As was shown in Chapter V, the components or data units used
have certain disadvantages or problems which result in distortion of
the regional boundaries.

Let us review these distortions.

The township, although much smaller than let us say a county, still
represents a fairly large spatial area. Within this township, it is
quite possible that one part of the township would be better served by
being in one region while another part of that same township would be
better served by being in a second region.

There are examples of such

in the present study -- Synthesized Regions VI and X.
A second problem which causes distortion in the regional boundaries
was also found.

This problem also relates to the size of the data unit

or component used.

It will be remembered from Chapter III that certain

of the census subdivisions were combined in order to facilitate the
telephone data.

Reference to the map, Figure 3-2, illustrates the

results of these combinations.

Had these townships (or census subdivi-

sions) been considered separately, some might have gone into different
regions.

For example, data unit 35 might have been divided such that

Oxford North Township would have gone into Synthesized Region VI instead
of VII and Norwich North would have remained in Region VII.

Thus, the use

of telephone data is brought into question in that it tends to increase
the distortion in the regional boundaries. The use of the telephone data
as a measure of behavioral interactions remains unquestioned but it is
the way in which the data must be compiled which presents the difficulty.
When considering future studies, one must be reticent about the use of
telephone data as a data source.
Distortion in the regional boundaries has resulted not only from the
selection of the system component size but also from forces outside the
study area.

Urban centres, or potential regions outside the study area

influence the structural and behavioral patterns within.

Hamilton, for

example, was not included in the study although its influence does exist.
Several examples of possible distortion of the regions were mentioned in
Chapter V; such distortions might be found in Regions V, IX, X and XI.
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Careful placement of the study area and perhaps certain qualitative
adjustments of the regional boundaries would help to alleviate the problem in future studies.
When the study was begun, the township or group of townships seemed
like a reasonable sized data unit with which to work; however, it now
appears that there are definite problems associated with its use. Although the author is not convinced that there is a better data unit available, a possible alternative is suggested later in the chapter. But
enough of the boundary distortions, let us turn to other observations and
conclusions.
Generally, the synthesized regions are associated with an urban
centre which acts as the focus of the region. One of the criteria as set
down by the Province of Ontario in Design for Development is that Regional
Government be urban centred.

With the method here presented, the regions

so established would appear to fulfill that criteria; the boundaries of
such regions, as has been pointed out, are, however, in question.
There are certain exceptions to the generalization that the synthesized regions are urban centred.

In the discussion of Regions II and IV,

it was pointed out that these two regions lack any large urban centres,
and do not appear to be connected (in terms of linkage patterns) to the
urban-centred regions, and that they should probably be left as separate
rural identities when Regional Government is set up.

Region IX also

lacks an urban centre, but as was pointed out in Chapter V, influences
from outside the area probably affect the region, and it is thus not
possible to make any conclusion about the region.
Even though certain distortions have been observed in the regional
boundaries, it will be seen from Figure 4-5 that several of the synthesized regional boundaries fall along existing county boundaries; for
example, the western and southern boundaries of Region XI (KitchenerWaterloo) , and southern, northern and eastern boundaries of Region X
(Brantford) and the southern boundary of region V (Stratford).

Thus,

there are several cases where county boundaries may well serve as adequate
regional boundary lines; however, one must bear in mind the importance
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of the previous discussion on boundary distortions.
A further observation of the synthesized regions appears to be a
correlation between areas with strong nodal patterns and areas of strong
urban pressure, and similarly, between areas with indistinct linkage
patterns and places where urban pressures are small or non-existant. This
is to say that in places where municipal government reorganization is
most pressing the patterns are distinct, and where it is less pressing
the patterns are less distinct. The correlation although observed, can
hardly be considered in 'cause and effect' terms, for the phenomenon is
probably the result of difference is size of urban centres more than any
other factor.
Tillsonburg emerged as the focus of a region. The regional boundaries as established are not appropriate for regional government uses, but
the emergence of Tillsonburg as a regional centre is significant and
should be borne in mind when embarking on the establishment of Regional
Government for that area.
London and St. Thomas, as might well be expected, emerged as separate
regions. V/ithin the terms of using townships as the building blocks of
regional governments, the St. Thomas Region might well be suitable for
regional government.

The London Region, on the other hand, does not

seem to form a cohesive unit.

It would appear that certain townships

have been included in the region which perhaps would best be left out.
Certain of the townships on the western boundary >of the study had little
opportunity but to link to London or to an intermediate data unit which
linked to London. Had the study area been extended westerly such that
townships or data units might have gone into a region or regions outside
the study area, the London Region would have been smaller and probably
better suited to regional government. The same reasoning applies to data
unit 40 in the north of the London Region.
Region XI covers the area of Waterloo County and that part of Wellington County included in the study.

Thus, within the region are found

the urban cities of Kitchener-Waterloo, Cambridge (Galt-Preston-Hespler)
and Guelph.

In Chapter V reasons were put forth as to why Guelph should
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not be in the Kitchener-Waterloo Region. The region was thus qualitatively subdivided into two regions termed XIA and XIB.
In order to facilitate future studies, let us now look at ways in
which the techniques as outlined herein could be modified such that a
better representation of the spatial regional system could be obtained.
As outlined, certain distortions were encountered in the regional
boundaries of the present study.

These distortions which are generally

centred around problems in data collection, and the size of the data
collection unit, limit the usefulness of the study and its applications
to policy-oriented studies.
As will be recalled, the townships and in some cases groups of
townships were used as the basic data units. Within a given township,
however, part of it might best be served by being in one region while the
other part might best be served by being in another region.
Within each of the townships or data units used in the present
study one generally finds more than one central place.

These central

places might act as the data collection units thus allowing the townships
to be split up into two or more parts and the resultant parts could be
placed in separate regions. The term central place is used here in a
general way and merely refers to cities, towns, and villages.

It is not

intended to infer that the techniques being suggested fall within the
context of Christallers's central place theory or the subsequent studies
related thereto.
Certain problems are created by the use of central places as the
basic data collection unit which are not encountered when townships are
used.

An obvious one is deciding what surrounding rural area to include

with each central place.
have to be made.

Perhaps arbitrary qualitative decisions would

These decisions would be based on a thorough knowledge

of the area, and in keeping with the objectives of regional and economic
development and regional government. Where possible, the old township
boundaries should be used thus reducing problems of administrative change.
Another problem would be in finding data to describe both the structural and behavioral aspects of the central places.

In attempting a
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study using central places as the basic data unit, the following
behavioral data sources would be available.
Telephone data would probably not be used for reasons outlined
earlier in the chapter. We must conclude that it is a questionable
source in that many central places which would otherwise be used lack
an exchange and thus could not be included.
Highway data would seem to be an excellent source because the spatial
extent of the data cells is small enough so that even very small central
places with populations as low as 50 can be included. The highway traffic
flow studies provide data which is projected to 1984, and thus provide
data for estimating change in the spatial system over a period of time.
Other sources of data might include newspaper circulation, which was
used as an index of structure in this study.

Newspaper circulation might

well be thought of, however, as one-way flows of messages and ideas, and
as such would be a good indicator of the behavioral aspects of the system.
The 1971 Census should be examined with the intent of possible use
of commuter travel data which could be used as an indicator of behavioral
interaction within the spatial-regional system.
The regions based on central places would no longer focus on the
recognition of urban-rural diversities, but rather on the differences and
similarities between central places. Published census data for places of
less than 1,000 is almost non-existent; little data for places under
10,000 is available.

Data for structural indices could be gathered in

much the same manner as was the data for retail in the present study -that is, from unpublished census material at the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics in Ottawa.

Indices should attempt to define the structure in

terms of sociological, economic, and historical characteristics.

Regions

could thus be established in which central places form that basic unit of
data collection, and are expressed in terms of structure and behavior (or
connectivity).
Another area of further research is also suggested.

One might explore

the idea of deciding in advance how many regions are desired -- that is,
decide which centres one wishes to have as regional centres and determine
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through the grouping procedures which places are most similar to each of
these centres. The places which are most similar are thus grouped into
a region.

The techniques might be applied in conjunction with central

place data units as outlined earlier.

Certain problems would, however,

result from such a study. All places would be grouped with a large
urban centre leaving no room for the formation of predominantly rural
regions as was the case in the present study.

It is suggested that if a

study using central places as data units is embarked upon, that the study
be carried out in two parts -- (1) with no set number of regions and
(2) with a set number of regions. By looking at the results of both in
comparison with the results of the present study, one might determine
through qualitative evaluation where the boundary lines of regional
government would best lie.
After having completed the study and examining it in some detail,
the author believes that a study of the nature just completed does not
describe regions which can be used to delin ate exact boundaries of
regional government; the regions do, however, tell us where potential
regions exist, and they point out regional centres.
It is felt that because of the complexity of the spatial-regional
system, and because of certain characteristics such as political factors,
people's biases and preferences, that no study will be able to delineate
regions quantitatively.

The quantitative studies can point in certain

directions and they can indicate where in the spatial patterns lie, but
the decision as to regional boundaries must, in all liklihood, be
qualitative in nature.
The study accomplishes one of its purposes namely, to demonstrate
that homogeneous and nodal regions can be synthesized through the techniques put forward.

In Chapter I, it was pointed out that there is a

conflict between Ontario's Economic Regions and the City Centred Economic Regions. Although the present study does not shed a great deal
of light in solving the conflict, it is suggested that the techniques
of synthesizing two different types of regions might be further explored
with the intent of applying them to the resolution of such conflict.
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of a right-angle triangle and values of 'x' and 'y' for each pair
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triangle. Therefore, the formula
| z
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D
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CHAPTER III

^The Department of Highways Study Areas are shown on Figure
3-3.
As will be seen later, certain of the Townships were combined
to fit the data collection limitations of the Bell Canada Areas.
•^All census figures and other data for Gait, Preston and Hespeler
were transferred to Dumfries North.
^The Department of Highways Ontario carried out traffic surveys
in July and August of 1963 and in some cases 1964. Each of the Department of Highways Study areas is broken down into a number of internal
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zones (London 165, Brantford 105 and Kitchener-Waterloo 229). For
each of the study areas there are also external zones which encompass the remainder of the province. The data provided by the Department of Highways is in the form of matrices and gives summer
average weekday traffic between zones. The data was collected in
two ways. One was by a telephone survey of householders whose
names were selected from the telephone books and post office rural
route lists. These sources provided information on traffic between
rural zones. Road side interviews were carried out using cordon
lines located around the major urban places and at the edge of the
study areas. For a fuller explanation see Russell W. Muncaster,
A Model For Mixed Urban Place Hierarchies: An Application to the
London, Ontario Urban Place System (Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Clark University, Worcester, Mass. 1972) pp. 21-26.
5 An urban area, for the purposes of this study, is said to
influence or dominate a given place (township or data unit) when
that place is more like the urban centre than any other urban centre.
6See footnote 5.
7
BBM Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, 120 Eglinton Avenue East,
8th Floor, Toronto 12, Ontario.
"Yearbook of Municipal Assessment is published yearly by the
Department of Municipal Affairs (Ministry of Treasury, Economics and
Intergovernmental Affairs) of Ontario.

CHAPTER IV

-•-It is suggested that in future studies employing similar techniques to the present study, the use of factor analysis be used only
with caution. One might perhaps use it to establish which of the original variables accounted for what percent of the variance. It could
then be determined which of the variables to use and which not to use.
Certain of the original variables as selected above could be used in
the dimensional analysis. It is also suggested that in future studies,
should it be decided not to use newspaper data in the structural
matrix, a much smaller number of factors would be used.
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CHAPTER V

•"-Synthesized Regions are depicted by Roman Numerals,
whereas the Structural and Behavioral Regions are shown by
Arabic Numerals.
^It is recognized that there are urban centres within the
three townships, but they are not of sufficient size to act as
a focus of a region.
^Structural Region 4 contained three data units as can be
seen in figure 4-1.
4It is recognized that Regions II and IV contain some urban
centres, but these centres are not considered large enough to act
as foci for the regions.
^Certain of the data units were composed of two or more
townships.
6

As this study is being completed, the Ontario Government
has indicated that an announcement in respect to the development
of the Norfolk-Haldimand area is imminent.
''Cambridge.
8

Dalton Bales, "An Address by the Honourable Dalton Bales,
Q.C., Minister, Department of Municipal Affairs (A Resume), Municipal World, Jund 1971, p. 151.
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